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STREAMS SWOLLEN
BY HEAVY RAINS

PADUCAH KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 17. 1906.
the Satz Francisco disaster as I17,.;01,19.0.
DIMPLE WORTH $15,000.
It Was Retneved by the Bessie" Doctor and the Wrinkles Left.

RUNAWAY BREAKS IN
.11q1A/NT OF THE FIRST
NATIONAL BUILDING

INCREASE SHOWN
IN THE CLEARINGS

, mad with fright, a heavy dray
horse hitched to the
delivery
wagon of F. E. Metager. a butcher, on nuirket, dashed through
the closed doom of the First Na.
Diatom! bank Ude afternoon at
2:13 o'clock, wrecking
the
front of the bank mul being family injured itself. The home
started from in front of the Paducah be eiimpsay'ro plant on
First rereet. When it reached
Third street, attempt.: to ..top
it caused the home to sser MO&only into the locked doors of
the bank. Deeper it was slopped
by Mr. Will Wright, cashier, it
was in the private (Mice of' PretoWent Reeves. It sir
listed the
doors, the front windowe, and
ee.' (leek in the bank.
the cue*
The Imre.. was led out with a
deep cut in its forehead, one on
It breast anti bleeding internally. The damage to Inc brink is
several hundred dollar..

Considerable Damage
Caused Around City

CAUGHT IN CAGE

LAKES TO GULF
SLOGAN ADOPTED

Monday before Magistrate C. W. Emery,
It Et NIVERS $100 JUDGMENT.
Will Stevens Makes Rank Suffer for
Malicious Prosecutkin.

BOATS IN PERIL
FROM HIGH WIND

UNIQUE VERDICT

IN THE RAIN

MAYFIELD

DR. BOLLING

MOVING TRAIN

TELLER

NORMAL

•

•

I

10 CENTS PER WEEK

LIGHTNING FLASH
REVEALS ROBBER

•

•

••

New York, Nov. 16.—Declaring
judgment for $100 was given in
Deep IN aterways Association theA federal
that not only has her rave been mar- Banks Do Nearly $100,000
court in Vfast St. bouts Kentucky's Stern Line Parts
red, but that she also has been robthis week In favor of the plaintiff in
Is Organized.
More Business.
And She Swings Menacingly
bed of a "dainty little dinapks" which
the suit of Will Stevens against the
she highly prized, Eupbemia B. KolWilliams County Savings bank, of
ler, an authoress, who recently came
Marion. Ill. Will Stevens is from
All Kinds. of Weather Exiwrieneed to New York from Washington, has Sharp Change in Weather Effects Out
Askri That Sufficient SUMS He Ap- Mayfield, and sued the bank for al- Dick F'owler Maker, Three
Attempts
brought suit for $15,00,1 damages
By Padsivahruse in Week
door Work and Helps Retail
propriated to Afford Adequate
leged malicious prosecution. AttorBefore She Sur-cc-Eels in Landagainst,
a dermatologist, whom eke
Closing Today.
Trade of City.
ney's Frank Lucas, of this city, and
•
Facilities.
ing at Wharf. •
declares guaranteed to remove wrinW. S Foy represented the plaintiff.
kles front her face and make her
more beautiful.
haiirhanke In WrishIngton.
WAGE ADVANCE WILL BE FELT.
CAVE IN OF SEWER TRENCH
TRANSPORTATION
PROBLEMS
‘Vashington, Nov. 17.—Vice Presi- HOPKINS TIES UP AT ISLAND
Bourke Cockran Married.
dent Fairbanks is In Washington for
Congressman W. Bourke Cockran
the first time since he finished his
and Miss Anna Ide. daughter of forotimpaign tour. He will leave MonClear-Inge this week ..$776.450
Paducahans have experienced all mer Governor General Ida, of the
President—W. K. Kavanaugh,
With only one small rope holding
day with Mrs. Fairbanks for Tampa,
Stone week last year
1177,3e-1
aorta of weather in the last few days, Philippines, were married last night
St. Loire..
Fla., where he will make an address It to the wharfboat, and the wind
tweeters.
09,402
from regular winter snows to the in New...York
Sevretary—W.
Saunders,
blowing at a high
at the opening of the winter fair
velocity, the
balmiest al spring days, and to cap
Louis.
steamer Kentucky nearly was swept
Practically an even hundred thouthe climax • regular summer thunTreariurer—George Ii. Monroe,
out Into the river last night.
The
sand dollar Increase over the corder and lightning storm with wind
Joliet, III.
crew, all but the watchman, were
responding
week
of
is
last
the
year
blowing at a velocity of 30 miles an
asleep and there was no steam
up.
encouraging report for the week in
hour, awoke the sleeping populace
St.' Louls,„Mo., Nov. 17.— Toe
The steamer would have been at the
business circle*. And that in spite
this morning between
12 and
2
Lakes to Gulf Deep Waterways atommercy of the wind and waves
of the bad weather which has taken
o'clock.
elation became a fact today when a
The one rope holding the KentucPRISONER'S FOOT CRUSHED BY up most of the week. It Is connoted
CORONER's
JI-K1
THANKS
MENUSnow appeared early In the week.
plan for
permanent
organisation
ky to the wharfboat was at the head.
HEAVY IRON.
that the wages of several hundred
IIEltS
OF
MOIL
It was folinwed
by a thaw, and
and reports of committees
were
The stern rope
had
been broken
employee were cut down two-thirds
within 24 hours the snow disappearadopted at the final session. The obloose by the Dick Fowler while tryby the snow storm and the rains. All
ed. Yesterday the temperature stead-.
jects of the association and the prining to land in the face of the gale.
outside operations of any character
ily rose until in the early afternoon Illis Head Was Grazed By Cage Which
ciples for which it stands are set Will Harris ('ante to His Death at the John Street, the night
were stopped.
wharfmaster.
overcoats were
Might Have Mused Him—Will
discarded, vests
forth In an address to the public
Hands of "Cobalt. Spirited
recognized the perilous position of
This condition
was somewhat
thrown aside, and from appearances
Recover Use.
adopted
by
the
convention.
t'itizens."
The adthe boat and with the assistance of
helped by the arrival of the Illinois Who Springs Oat And Chokes
summer had come again.
dress says in part:
the hastily aroused officers, succeedCentral pay car this week, turnirtg
Last night the clouds begaa
to
NN °man On Street.
"The proposed deep water is to
ed in securing it berme the rope was
loose many thousands of dollars. The
gather and shortly after Midnight
extend from the Chicago
drainage
generous increase of wages for the
broken
Gentry Cobn, colored, who is servAsh ,
N C
the rain began to come down pretty
Nov. 17. - Al the
canal through the valleys °Utile Des
employes of the Standard 011 comThe Dick Fowler made three ating
a
term
In
the
county
jail
for
ateadily accompanied by a
rising
pany and the American Express comPlaines and the.1111nols rives to the inquest ,,st'r the body of Will Harris, tempts to land before it succeeded
petit lemony, narrowly 'escaped being
Mrs.
Ed
Griffin
!Hier-keit
alias
by
Rule
Negro
Lindsay,
wind. Towards 1
the
negro
who
o'clock thunder
pany will be felt here. It is indicaMississippi river at Grafton, Iii.. and
Iceman kille4—Le_ the, Melte _ICI
vu,Nruth..ssrmi. Early.. *
Mass
*re.death
-lre -i-.10MINC-of"Mir'
-ttielfrelT31111-1114—S1111=1157
o
T
tltr'filrAjgArilL
st approach tillat;e11-11"11.
yester
whart.buit
afteenootr when the prison"'Clikr
t..
the
Night.
cers and citizens yesterday, the toran hour the storm raged. Hack drivover
our
all
country..
St.
Louis.
have
and
a
is
minimum
to
the Dick Fowler bit the head of the
ers were being "turned in." He esoneee
jury
returned
the
following
ers say it was one of the mottles
The sudden change in the weather
depth
throughout.
of
14
feet
We recKentucky, breaking time stern line of
caped with a badly crusbed right
remarkable verdict:
sharply reminded the people that
nights they have experienced thl
ommend that for the
purpose of
foot and will be disabled for months
-The said Will Horris, alias Rufe that boat and from the force of the
winter was upon us, or near, and eon.
year. Railroad men* were hampered,
of Lindsay.
WOULD nt000GNizE 11114 FACE. meeting probable future needs
Yesterday afternoon bit waited uncame to his death at the contact, aided by the wind, was
requently the retell stores report
and trains delayed slightly by fear til the cage had swung
navigation the minimum depth over
around leavhands
of
public spirited citizens, who swept nearly to Owen's island.
much better business this week, In
of washouts, the trains being run ing not enough space for him
mitre sills of the locks should be 21 at the
After drifting down the river sevto rut*
time
were fearless and unmetall cold weather garments. but esglow.
feet In initial construction.
through and into his cell, lie sucflah In disposing of a public duty eral hundred yards below the wharfThe telephone and telegraph com- ceed& only In getting his right foot pecially In bad weather accessories
By the flash of forked lightning
"Believing the present transporta- that the law might be
vindicated and boat, the second attempt was made
The wholesale trade continues un- about 8:30 o'clock last night Mrs.
panies report but little damage. The In
tion facilities of the United States to justice administered. The
The heavy cage could not be
said Will to land. The Dick Fowler drove
abated,
Edward Griffin. of 1345 South Ninth be inadequate and wholly unsatisfacIre department wiring system did stopped in time.
Its
momentum
Harris, alias Rufe Lindsay, at the straight to the wharfboat, but the
street, recognised the features of a tory, we favor appropriations by connot suffer, being well protected, but carried it beyond control of the opertime of his death was resisting •r- wind Was stronger than the rudder,
tall negro lurking in the mouth of an gress, diligent, assiduous and untirseveral trees were blown down and ator.
Whale-Hose (bitch.
rest and attempting to shoot and kill and it went in between the south end
alleyway
Husbands
Ninth
near
and
across country roads, blocking them
The bones In Cohn's foot
ing efforts to secure the neeessary the citizens above referred to. com- of the wharfboat and the Bettie Ow were
New Bedford, Mass., Nov. 17. —
streets,
and the next moment she means with which to develop the prising the posse
until teamsters succeeded in throw- badly crushed and
his head
was. The fall catch of whale-bone will not
who were attempt- en's landing dock.
was struggling in his clutches.
ing them aside Steamboats went to grazed.
deep waterway."
ing. under authority, to effect the
Drifting down the river again, the
exceed 20,000 pounds, according to
The woman fought gamely against
the bank because of the wind. and
Resolutions were adopted protest- capture of the said Will Harris.
third attempt was made. This time
*deices received from the Arctic
her
assailant
whose
object
seemed
to
while the storm
iasted
there was
literary Meeting Saturday.
ing against any treaty made by the
fleet. Up to date
made the wharfthe fall catch, be robbery, but he threw
"That the citizens -above referred the Dick Fowler
hpr down
nothing doing" in at lines
Saturday, November 24, the next amounts to but nine whalea,
among roughly and holding her threat with United States with Canada by which to, constituting the posse aforesaid. boat all rght, but got in between
A few signs In Paducah
were monthly county teachers' literary six ships.
the amount of water to be taken as well aie others who participated in the Kentucky and the wharfboat By, _
one hand so she could not cry for
Wawa donne teal. little -dames* is re- meedingotill be held at the Rowland
from Lake Michigan for use In the the seareh and spontaneous efforts to this time, the Kentucky, the stern
help. searched_ thellognekat of her
A regular progrein has
ported. The rains seemed to have town sette'll
lih
mliets
e7 drainage canal shall be bring to ;notice thits lora-mate Rend line having broken, " was standlisg
cloak. She had no money with her C
Trigg Must Stay Dry.
been arranged and on account of its
done the most damage.
and savage desperado, are entitled to with the stern pointed straight out
and
pushing
her
roughly
away,
the
Under
a
deletion
cennty
of
the
convenience to the city the majority
illicterstleste cave in.
Nathan Frank, chairman of the the commendation and thanks of the into the river toward
the Illinois
brute
ran
down
(he
alley.
judge
of
Trigg
county, no election
At Eleventh and Tennessee streets of tke city teachers will attend.
shore, held only by a head rope. The
Although shaking with fear, Mrs committee of entertainment at the whole community."
can be held in Gediz to decide whethfor one block the trench made for
waterways' banquet last evewas toast
officers on the Kentucky aroused by
er or not saloons shall be allowed in Griffin managed to walk to her hone.
the sewer caved in. The damage will
master. He introduced Governor De
this time, were confused for a while
that place. The decision is that an a short distance away. Her clothing
* a great deal to the contractors
neen. of Illinois, who spoke on "The
by the position of the boat
election in Cadiz should have been was torn and she was scratched and
who will have to do the work over
Commercial Value to Illinois of the
The gang-plank of the two boats
asked for before the county election bruised all over,
again. This morning laborers were
became mixed as did 501113.3 of the
Mrs. Griffin_had been cuffing on her Proposed Deep Waterway."
put to work reinforcing the stays
Governor Blanchard, of Louisiana,
sister, who lives three blocks away,
rigging. It was,evitaent that the
Sympathy for Workers.
anti supports of the trenches to pre- PRF.81DENT
ROOSEVELT
IN.
and was returning home when she responded to the toast "The Outlet PLAYS R. L. C.'s AT wALL.WE Kentucky couirlin remain long in
Resolutions of sympathy for the was attacked. She believes she could of the lakes to the Gulf Waterway."
clude another disaster of this kind.
SPECTS CANAL WORK.
that position and the Dick Fowler
PARK GROUNDS TUENDAY.
laboring men or the country were Identify her assailant as she obtained
Creeks flaunting High.
Governor Folk of Missouri. rewas compelled to untie again, to
adopted
yesterday.
jut*
before
final
The rain was heavy to last such a
a good view of his face In the light- sponded to the sentiment "Missouri's
allow the Kentucky tea-wing back
adjournment,
by
the
Presbyterian
short time. All creeks in the count;
ning flash.
Contribution to the Canal," Governagainst the wharf. The wind by that
were swollen. The
water coming Sees Caletirs Cut and Watches Steam Brotherhood, which has completed
Her husband, Ed Griffin, one of the or Davis, of Arkansas, took sas his Litie-rps of Both Teams Show Many time had subeided somewhat and the
Shovels Throw Cp Dirt in
the preliminary work of organization proprietors of the Marble Hall saChangert--lisrahr .% re Greatly
from Cross creek through the holsubject "The Valley and the Waterexchange was accomplished without
Big 11114 h.
in Indianapolis,
Strengthened.
loon, reported the case to Patrolman ways."
lows near the Minot: Central depot
incident though only through
the 0
Thad
Terrell, of tha Broadway beat,
was rushing like a mill race. This
hardest work.
this morning.
carries water from several different
Had the Kentucky been swept out
portions of the county near Paduinto
the river, the result cannot be
Panama,
Nov.
17.— President
The
game
football
between the R.
HIGHER WAGES
cah.
Roosevelt started at 7 o'clock this
1. C'e and Mayfield will take place predicted. With no steam up and a
morning in the rain with Mrs. Roose
Tuesday. November 20. The line-up terrific wind blowine. ii is probable
Chicago, Nov. 17 -- The sensaAmbassador
Insulted.
velt and the other members of his
for the R L C's shows several new that the steamer would have been
'Mr. Nabueo, the Braztillan austias- party to make an examination of the MAY BE SENT TO BROADWAY tional movement toward higher wa- HOLDS
SERVICEABLE
TELE- names. They are practicing every swamped or blown against some °titsador. was subjected to an inquisi- Culebra cut. At 8:31)- the preeldential
ges, which has been sweeping the
METHODIST CHURCH.
PHONE APPARATUS.
night and expect to win 'the game er eratt sinking or were:tinily Miamition by an immigration inspector oa train arrived at Pedro Miguel, where
country the past two weeks, received
Dig it. The breaking of the stern line
handily. The line-ups are:
arriving at New York. and the in- some steam shovels were at work
another impetus when the Chicago
R. L. {'..'s—Wickliffe, Hayes, El- was through no avoidable act of the
spector may lose his position-in con- The president had his train stopped
& Alton railroad announced a 13 par
liot, Monte Lecke, Stanley, Katter- Dick Fowler. The wind made it al'sequence.
for the purpose of making a personal Would Re WP COTIled as He Ia Popo. cent increase for all switch and yard Kentucky Company Will Be Organ- John, Norton. Sights, Owen, Bower. most impressible for that boat
to
lar In Paducah—A Staff
employes.
ised to Make and sell Instrument
examination
Coburn. Rinkeffe, -Brooks, Stiles and land.
Correspondent.
to Railroads.
The Sateutrui Launched.
Hughes.
The John S. Hopkins arrived from
The presidential train continued
The first-class Japanese hatt2esh1 on the regular line toward Panama.
Mayfield--Watson, Orr, Brewer, Evansville at the same time after a
Satsuma, of 19,0410 tons, the first batBoas, Watkins, Baugh, Green. Ruther stormy trip hut did not attempt to
The president made a detour to extleship to be launched In Japanese amine the site of the Pedro Miguel
ford, Hamlet. Albritton, Wilford.
tie up to the wharfboat. The HopAs the Memphis conference, now
Worthrille, KY. Nov. 11.—Followwaters, took the water at Tokio yes- lock.
kins tied up to the far side of Ow.
in session at Ripley. Tann., draws to
demonstrations
series
in
telof
ing
a
terday. The greatest enthusiasm
CARNEGIE OF (IONSUNIPTION
en's island until the gale had subAt about 9:25 the president enter- Its close, the interest felt in the outtrain
moving
beephoning
from
a
was manifested. .
sided. Little damage was reporte'i
ed the deep portion of Culebra cut, come by the local Methodist church- OF SCBTREASERY IS INDICTED tween C-arrollton and Worthville toStay
Revilers
to
Needed
his train going slowly In order that es grows more acute. Especially is
of
Is
from
FOR EMBEZZLEMNT.
the wind otherwise
the
incorporating,one
of the
day, papers
White Plague.
he might observe the workings of the this so with the Broadway Methodist
most unique organizations in the
drill machines and shovels.
church which by the expiration of
world will be flied. The company.
New York, Nov, 17.— Before the
the four year limit, will necessarily
which will be capitalized at $5,000,He Is Son of District Attorney Dyer
have a new pastor.
O00, will be known as the United tuberculosis congress in session here
PEASANTS STARVING.
of St. Louie— Imisiunt Taken
The latest rumors, however, are
States Railway Telephone and Tele- today Dr. C. M. Amende. of New
Was $411.500.
York, said that some provision should
SCHOOL APPOINTMENTS WILL
that
the Rev. W. T. Boiling, D. D.,
graph company.
Lie in Bed to Weaken the Pangs of
BE MADE DECEMBER la.
company will he incorporated be made for assisting indigent con- PLATT IS GROWING TO REMAIN
who
The
has
been
at
Central
church,
Hunger.
In the state of Kentucky. Former sumptives In getting out into the
IN ACTIVE WORK.
Memphis. Is slated
for Broadway.
William O. Bradley is said to be country, where they could live in the
Gov.
Dr. Bolling has served, with ability
St. Louis, Nov
17 - -Tbo grand
St. Petersburg, Nov. 17.— The
4s for the open air.
In various conferences before com- jury this morning returned an in- the choice of the stockholder:
Supt. Millington Says There la Much crop report, received here from ser"If there was another man who
ing to Memphis, and is a recognized dictment for embezzlement against presidency.
enty-one provinces and districts of
Interest Taken Among Teach.
The instrument, which was given a was as crazy on the subject of con- Will Retire From Renate in Decempreacher of elemmere and t 'recita- 1). H. Dyer, Jr., paying teller of the
Russia *bow the yield of wheat to be
era of County.
ber According to Very Rellebie
private test last week on the same sumption as Mr. Carnegie is on the
15,059,004),000 pounds; and rye 38,- tion. He would be a fine man for this United States subtreasury here, and road, worked to the entire satisfac- eubjectsef libraries." said Dr Amend°
Authority.
charge.
son of United States. District Attor356,0.04,000 pounds, which is 9,958,D. Jones. "much might be accomplished."
inventor,
A.
Dr.
its
tion
of
As the time limit of :he other Pa- ney Dyer. The amount involved is
000,(Nei pounds below the average.
of Louisville, Ky.
The first appointment of county The winter crop, deducting the seed ducah ministers has not expired, $61,500.
Bonnie banter Home.
Dr. Jones' apparatus'reeembles
there
probability
is
that
they
will
be
teachers to terms in the state normal grain, leaves for feeding the imPtilaNew York, Nov 17.—It is stated
Miss Bonnie Senter, better known
candlestick holding two candles.
returned,
but
in
the
manifold
conferschool at Bowling Green
will be tion 318 'mutt& per man, mesh of
Where the flame of the candle should to the public as Bonnie IAnier, re- on what appears to be reliable authis year
which is exported. In several of the ence changes necessary
made on December 16.
be there are two large copper brtesh- turned home today to spend the win- thority that Senator Plitt has asthere is no absolute certainty of
ROBBERS RUIN FOUR
es so connected with the hollow tubes ter with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. sured his friends that he will resign
"I have authority to appoint ten Interior provinces the peasants hate
taken to their beds, Dine motionless anything.
BUILDINGS IN EFFORT
that the steam from the engine acts G. F. Renter, of 123 Clay street Miss his seat in the senate before Decemteachers from McCracken
county,"
The Sun will have a staff corresfor .days at a time in order to weaken
TO LOOT STORE SAFE
on an absorbent pad back of the tenter has been with the John Rob- ber 3. Since the publication of his
Superintendent
Billington
stated,
the pangs of hunger, and mixing their pondeat at Ripley on Monday,and if
brushes and so chemIcalizes the at- inson *shows during the past season troubles with his wife, the senator
"and will make the appointments on
scanty supply of grain with pigweed the appointments are read before
Walker, Mo., Nov. 17.—Robmosphere in their Immediate vicinity and comes home from Cincinnati, has intimated that he is getting toil
December 16. I will call all applipress time they will be wired in at
to make more filling for bread.
bers attempting to blow a safe
that a chemical electric contact Is es- , where the *how closed Re season.
old and too feeble to longer
withcations In by December 8, and am
I once.
In a hardware store this morntablished between the train and wires
stand the pressure brought to bear
now preparing qualifications. I find
running by Its side. A connection Is
ing set the building on fire. Beon him to resign. The; pressure is
a great deal of interest taken in the
obtained in the ordinary way by use
fore the Mime was extIngtibibed
Indians Attend Football Game.
not from the Republican leaders of
state normal. The term lasts from
I
Minneapolis, Nov. 17.--Over 20*
of a receiver, and the conductor and
four store buildings and a hank
New York, moat of whom are in no
January
summer
the
through
There is only one kind of a I Indians from White-Earth and Castle , were destroyed. The lows is tie.
engineer are alarmed In the usual
position to urge his retirement after
WE 4T HER--Rain tonight and
months.'
newspaper circulation statement
electric
s
bell.
way by the
reservations are here to witneaa the
Omitted at $75,000. The entire
probably turning to snow, Sun. electing him to the senate three times
that is worth any consideration
Carlisle-Minneapolls football game . town was threatened when the 4
het comes from other influential bet
slay inn, h colder. The highest
eQ144 to Connecticut Onwipanlers.
and that is the daily detailed
today.
unnamed sources Platt feels he dare
4 wind changed end the flame," •
temperature reached yesterday
Has No Licensor.
V.
statement. The Sun le the only
The insurance department of Conn% disregard.
• were controlled. The hank de- X
was WI sod the lowest today
Bloodwortn,
woo
resides
Alex
on
a
Parherah paper printing such a
necticut has Milted an offirial statestroyed was looted last Tuesday
war..43.
President of Brasil.
healieboat at Island creek, was ar'statement.
ment giving the' figures of the net
night.
The inauguretion of Dr. Alfonso
Many a smile is biding II broki'n
rested yesterday by Constable Jim
amount of fire Insurance eald out br
Morelra Penne es president of Brazil VI
heert, and many a laugh is echoing
for failing to take out a
Flournoy
Connecticut coMpanies hy reason of
took lace
a day.
keeileitee
"_______
with team.
•
iba_trial. is _get-
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You Can Get This $350.00 Piano Free or a Portion of the $10,000 in Prizes
By complying with the conditions printed below in

Watson's Great Educational Word Contest
Who can make the greatest
number of words from the
letters contained in the name

Would you like apiano?
Then start to work now

Kurtzman ti
$10,000 IN PRIZES

PROMINENT STATESMEN
Of

First Prize.
A 135o no eurtzmann Piano A t. I
limb grade and old reliable
leentinent, %Witch we assure the situate *tI last a lifetime, This instruosent Is now on display In our ware rooms

To the Next Four Nearest.
We will award each a Sled certificate, which will entitle the-in t.• this
amount of diammat oe "Ley piano or plieer in our store. Said instrument
es agree to eve at our regular retail pri•e

To the Next Ten Nearest.
We will &elite each a liT5 Certificate as above

To the Next Twenty Nearest.
We wit award each a $5.* C•eritificale as *bore

And to the Remaining Contestants.
We will &lard Certificates In proportion to tee number of correct
contained in their lista until the full amount of e10.000 00
1`
awarded.
%OM%

Railroad fares refunded
to out of town buyers.
Certificates will be accepted on the following makes
Kimball, PAcitard,
Wat ion, Everett,
Sterling and Schubert

Kentucky Using

KURILMANN PIANOS
•Itli'ERNOft .1.c. W. liKCKH.%M.
teptiaigesset \ JNO. W. LKWIS
ere.1•11lit
HEN S. Itile.I.E1, temstal at Geseva,
I II IT.(KW. ALLAN
Me Riceland.
(7.11iTelt.
ei
JoHN 11. te.teTeset ie.
1.1( le A10011E, tesusemeemeier of
••• vie
N 110t" I'M THIMBLE.
legislature State at Large.
...nee Well Kaown Schools Who Broadway Baptist Church. LouisIi s lesrebaeed Karts.mana Pianos:
ville Ky.Hoe Rosa-) Academy, Louisville, Germantown
Public School, LouisKy
ville, Ky.
Sue Renede t Academy, "LoubetIlle.
lekeele_eteekeseere-h
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Rules and Conditions Governing
the Contest
Teel contest oteas November 14, 1906, and all lists must be In not
later than December le, 1906.
Remember there is no money involved and those who secure rewards
will receive them abeolutely free.
Only such
--elletrdti are to be used as are found in Webeter's Interne
tional Dictionary, no proper names, foreign names, names of persons
towt.s or places are to be used. Do not use a letter more times than it ai,
pests in the name Kortzrnann. Words spelled the Mat but hewing a different meaning caa be used bat ones.
All lists name be alphabetically arranged and must bear the fu;
narae and postAllee address of owner.
No person connected with the piano bus:ness or any of our employes
ale be allowed to compete. Those who receive credit Mile can apply same
On any Pianopreplano player lu our store, same we agree to sell at our
regular retail prices, which you will lind are marked in plain figures on
each instilment In our More,
ellethe everet..Qielliefees. .-se,..eeseeeseeileftee cOnstdtd of only 11111h-fasoie Pianos, such as Kurtsmann.
6
Kifebale %steed, Everett Packard and Sterling.
The awarding of premiums will be left ealeely under the supereislim
of the following judges: S. T. Billington,Superiatendeat of Schools; E. J
Paetos, General Manager Sun: R. B. Willson, Editor News-Democrat.
And all those receiving prises wit: be notified promptly after the contest closes. Notices will also appear In the Paducah, papers.
If you secure a credit bill and already have an instrument and do not
wish to as. your credit bill you can transfer same to another party who
may wish to buy a piano or player "By having the tranefer-made in our
store."
Credit certificates wilt be good at our music store until January lc
lee?,
Credit certificate will not be accepted (negates made prior to November 11th, Easy payments wet be granted to those who wish to be accommodated by applying their credit bills- and paying the balance in mode:
ate tuoethly payttlegts, Not more than este credit bel will be accepted on
the sattl., plan° or player
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
We beg to suite that is reeducates& the. leducatioual Word Contest
were it ms for the liberal supper( of the liurszniusnn Plano Company it
would be impractical tee- se to tidier the people of this vicinity the liberel
opportunity of either obtaining a Fine MO Kurt:moms Moan free or one
at (be above BONAVIDE reductions mad we place our ;wane and reputation
•ecurity for doing east. as we a•1•ertime,
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on North Fifth street, for several
weeks, retureed borne on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Jr.,
wie arrive Sunday morning from St.
Continued From l'age Tbreot
Louis and will be the guests 'of Mr.
and Mrs. David Lindetty 'Van Culin
tliF: 11.0111.:‘ WHO Wt.:tit Ft ICS
program was rendered at the Matinee Tot South Sixth street.
AND BIRD FEITHette.
Mrs. 3. C. Treherne. of Memphis.
Musical club meeting on Wednesday
afternoon. The leaders' for the after- Tens., Is the guest of her sister. Mrs
No matter what experience has shown, there will always be some
noon were Miss Courtie Puryesir and Frank Boyd, taT North Fifth street
women
who believe that they must, at least once a month, bear the burTrotters*
hes
just-returned from Itlipritter at
Mies lithe Purrear. RI
Hamane Association rresketches of Wagner and fit
neveral months abroad.
den
of
PAIN,
as a part of woman's lot. They must, tf sick. If well,
• ipalailes !einem of Tears and
Mrs. W. Baxter Pare, of Ormsby
atv,'n by Miss Jennie Gilson. "Ancient
Hysteria..
not.
Periodical
pain is a sign of functional diseasc,—a cry of your nerves
Hebrew and Biblical Music" were avenue, Louisville. formerly Miss
discussed by Mins Frances Gould. A Mary Burnett, of Paducah, was made
for
help.
To
strengthen
and restore the diseased organs to health, take
piano solo from Wagner was rendered auditor of the Albert Sidney Johnston
chapter.
U.
D.
C
.
Louisville,
of
b) Miss Mary Scott and from Strauss
at
Chicago, Nov. 17.—Tears and hys
by Miss Plena Madge. Mrs. Lela Wade the election of officers this week.
!erica; denials on the part of the
Mr,. 1.004. B. Samuels, of BardsLewis, Miss Julia Solt And Miss
women delegates who had heard
Mamie Dreyfuss gave vocal selec- town, Is the guest of her parents.
thenveLealled "barbarians and
tiens from 'Wagner and Mrs. W. C. Mr. sad Mrs. Richard G. Terrell, of
marked the close Of
Kentucky avenue, and a popular ni ures
Gray from Strauss
the convention of the American Huvisitor in her former beige.
—4—
Mrs. Loving Wiest. of Memphis. mane assoolation Wit night.
About People.
The women for half an hour had
Mrs William Oregon Rennie, of Tenn., and Miss Reed Watt, of Franklistened patiently, while a speaker
Louisville, wilt arrive Monday even- fort, Ky., were the mimes of Mrs.
bitterly denonneed the wearing of
ing to vi•lt Mrs. David Lindsay Van Leslie Soule, on North Fifth street,
this week. They came to attend the fere and bird carcasses. Adornment
aif such character was evident in all
"I suffered so dreadfully•I lust thought I could not live," writes Mrs. John
Miss Marie Hogue, of Mt Vernon, Soule-Coolidge wedding.
Short of Florence, Ala., "and was in the infirmary for three months, on account
The marriage of Mien Lula Lenta parts of the hall. Apparently unable
Ohio, was the guest this week ef Mrs.
of
female troubles. I took Cardui, and it certainly has been of great benefit to
I.. V. Armentront, of North Sixth Scott, of Cadiz. Ky., 'to Mr. Sidney to listen farther, two women final's
me.
I
US
TRIMLY
left
the
convention ball. Another
Byron Holloway, of that town, will
am still taking it and am getting along fine. I am able to do my housework
street.
and
go
visiting.
I
Mee Marie Berton, pf Colorado take place Wednesday at 3:30 o'clock bet-st into tears, while tje husband
can't
t..1
and frankly, in
express
my thanks for yourc)im,s,
telling all your
.48
teestee and statE-4-, ..ur .44e. We will send you
advice and medicine." Of great curative power
Springs, who has been the popular Miss Scott Is popular In Padurah. of a Mirth *rem to his feet to deTRU ADVIC.I, in plain sealed envelope, and a valveltrir of her aunt, Mrs Frank Boyd, severe she has visited on several occa- fend the action of women who wore
over all derangements of the womanly functions.
uable beak on elr
sions.
ilniabeent for Wiesen."
fur pewee.
Addiedge
Advisory
'
Dsfisstmarlik
The
Invitations have been received here
It Was the address of J. Howard
a:unsnap._ &Odes Co., Chattanooga, Tam.
to the approaching Marriage of Miss Moore on ',eye Cott of a Skin" that
Ga
Josephine M. Hoerts and Mr. T. caused the stir.
11bort Barrett, both of Louisville.
"Nobody but a barbarian
would
ihe marriage will be solemnized at
adorn tier head with'' thecareass
;the church of St. Mary Magdalen at
- Cattily bird-or
heed/ Of grinning wee- appeal only to the vulgarian. Such a
Beyoad the 1'We.
19 a. m. November S.
"Madam," solenitily
responded a pigeon with which he can be called
" Is. '
.r1 14
Moo, "Si1511 th:n
woman is about as attractive as if
A friend of James Whitcomb Riley Riley, "that man did something
I
Miss Susie Thompson, of West
that if necesnary.--Boston Trenseript.
adorned
with
a
string
of
Camph. Monohrom.
deed
skulls.
1 Broadway, has returned from (larkstells of an ncesslon when the humor- forsver abuts hen out of
soclete."
She
excite
pity
he
for
is
a
murder- ist, who is, sts a rule,
dale, Wee., where she attended the
Cinchona Sul.
"Heaven!" exclaimed the worthy
extremely
ea&
wedding of 'Miss Elltabeth Scott to
Free Dirt.
averse to 100elat functions, was in- ffillne: "and What Was
STEAMER
IiiNE
that?"
t,Furs are the mos., costly of hie/kilt/nit/id.
Mr. Pentnett Taylor, of Memphis.
duced to attend a "literary" dinner
Parties
wanting
dirt can
kayo
"Hsedirel %eters{ hundred years
_
arise, because to eseere them men
MP* ehoMpion was a bridesmaid,
Podophyllin.
must be the most conselenceless and In Indianapolis given in honor of a ago," aahl Riloy.—Harper's Weekly- arm,for the hauling.
The MarGage of Miss 'SCRIP Airey,
THOS. PRID(IES' SONS.
inhumane. Wheit I think that is this novelist of Chet city.
of ElIZabettitrewn, :to Mr. Clande
Ittley had been told off to take In
day of advanced education and supBrown.
Pigeons
that
of
as
took
city,
1)ortor's
place
on
Helpers.
Sugar Milk.
posed refinement brutalities, such as to dinner the sister of 'his host, an
Wednesday at noon. The bride has
doctor in the north of &Meted
VENT
Leaves Cincinnati Novemare necessary to secure the furs of exeellent woman. though anything lindascarrier pigeons of much
often visited_ Padueah, where she is
use to
ber 7 for Louisville, EvansYour family Doctor will tell
very popular! She is a stater of Mr..
•hese little animals. are practiced, I hut "literary."
him. He hae a scattered practice.
James Glauber, Mrs. Samuel Duvall
am heartily ashamtd of the race to
Th. cOnversation touching upon and when on long rounds he
ville, Paducah, Memphis
you this presctiption is a good
take
and Br. W. F. Med?. Dr and Mrs.
which I beton',"
the beauties of Chitimer, about whom several pleenns wit-h
and fill way points.
one.
Your money back it
hot.
If
01'
Alvey attended the wedding.
a certain set of the city was then cul- his patients needs nisdr
Through rate to Helena,
they do not cure your cold.
tivating a fad. a 14pIrited discusolon diately he writes out
Pee, Dirt.
a r:
N'icksburg and Pine Bluff,
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting dirt can
have ensued, during which the bewildered and by Meta* of the birds forwards
Ark., arriving Paducah SatParties wanting dirt can
have
sister caught from erne te time only it to his sitreery.
same for the hauling;
Here an assistant
same for the hauling.
urday, November 10th.
the name of. "Chaucer."
THOS. BRIDGES' SONS.
-gets the message, prepare,: the preTI106. BRIDGES' SONS
Al last she whispered to Riley: scription and dispatches the mediC titesco
If to shatter a dreatn menus taw "Who is this Mr. Chatteer they're cine., If,.after vlailing a patient. the,
Warren county tee-there were paid
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day irreales In beset'of her bIrthellY. decorated with autumn 'leaves and
Games and music were enjoyed, and chrysanthenninsa. About forty guestal
delightful ref reahmests were served. were Prose-IIIThe guests were: Misses Mary Hoyle,
--OsElia Hill, Cora Lou Wilson, Carlie
If we undertook
Farmer, Bertha Hill, Anne WilliamLitil'
tei°
1;1111:sdeErti
am
irla..
h?lalzoP
ttak
er
.ly
dOughto
supply every person, Elisabeth Williamson, Willie ter of Mr. and Mrs. August liazotte,
Willis,
Bryau, Anne Hill; Meows of Thirteenth and Jackson streets,
son in the United States
Jim Luttrell, Dick Harris, Clifton was the hostess of an enjoy-able party
Fergerson, Oran Bell. Jim Ripley, on Tuesday *yentas front 7 to 0
who had lost their appetites, with
Jim Davis, Clarence Krug, Germaine o'clock in honor of her tenth birthA CARD-PIAAVER'S REVERIE.
°face of Mr. Frank Boone. The offi- Wilkerson,
a
package
of Toasted Corn Flakes, we
Hugh
day.
%V Miami, Curtis
(lames, music and various
If life is but a gamble.
cers elected for the new year are:- Stanton,
Felix St. John, Cecil Pat- an.
were the features of
As sing our lyric bards,
Mr. Edwin J. Paxton, president; Mr. ton.
would be very much further behind our orders
Measure. The house was attractivele
Then life la but & well-worn
Charles Alcott, vice-president; Mr.
decorated with pink carnations aid
Deck of playing-cards.
than we are now. But one thing is certain, there
John Brooks, secretary and treasurer
tionle-tbeiadge Wedding.
Wall and the pink and green tutor
The club decided to have only six
A pretty home wedding was that of affect was carried out in the delight.
would be no such thing as lust
Whenever you are wounded
dances this season, but they win be Miss
Mildred Loving Soule and Mr. fel luncheon served during the evenBy Cupid's piercing dare,
favor germans and elaborate affairs, William
Kirkham
Coolidge.
of
MemAnd play the part of lover,
at Thanksgiving, -Christmas, New phis,
Tenn., on Monday afternoon at
Those present were: Emma HasWhy then your suit is HEARTS.
Year, Valentine, Shrove-Tuesday and 3 o'clock, The
Soule home on North otte. Marguerite Thomaason, Nettie
Easter.
Fifth street, was a bower of green Radford, Marjorie Deloach, Jennie
And when your sweetheart swears
•
-AI-and white with touches of pink and Farrell, Jeanette liestau. Pauline
, y 4
•
To you thro' life she'll cling,
Wonma's Club Organised,
the rooms were crowded with family Gish, Marjorie Hester, Thelma BorThere sparkles on her linger
A meeting was held on Thursday friends
'coasted
,
-Corn
Fliticee Hive -a -dis*and personal friends of the land. Marguerite Duffel, Josephine
A dazzling DIAMOND ring.
afternoon iu the dining room of the
tittive flavor, the very thought of
dainty bride.
Waynick. Myrtle Cummings, Fanny
Palmer House for the purpose of orTke bride charming in a dainty Rittoff, Katherine Cox, Ruth Gehlwhich makes you -anxious for breakBut man and wife will quarrel---.sauteing a Wont's'. club. A numafternoon frock of A-lice blue and echlaeger. Mae Thontesson, Marguefast. We have never heard of a
Ay, ay. then there's the rub'
ber of representative women were
white lace. was attended by her a1 - rite Gourieux. Jessie 'Watts, Esther
Alasl you fain wonld smite
present and the organization was ter,
person who did not like them—who did flat
Miss Lucyette Soule, and Miss Radford, Josephine Gourieux, Edith
Each other with a CLUB.
completed with 32 members. Mrs. Julia Dabney, gowned in white and
benefit by eating them. Try them tomorrow
Watts,
Maud
Mitchell.
Maud Ralph.
James A. Rudy was made president. pink
organdies
The ceremony was Luella Anderson. Nellie Farrell, Nets
for breakfast and eat heartily
At last the grim, grim reaper,
The nominating committee is comperformed by the Rev. 1'. J. Newell, Powell. Lou Anna Gideon, Jeanette
And then your grave is made,
posed of: Mrs. Robert B. Phillips,
Ten cents at all grocers.
of the Broadway Methodist church, /liftoff. Hattie Farrell. Willie McAnd then the old grave-digger
Mrs. ElbrIdge Palmer. Mrs. Frank
and Mrs. Samuel H. Winstead ren- Thomas, Pra McCarty. Kate Mercer,
LON Creek Toasted Com flake Co.
Must needs employ a SPADE.
Parham.
t
dered an attractive musical program. Margie Tomo, Arms Geurteux, Bathe
BATTLII CREEK, MICH.
--Don M. Compton.
Committee on Constitution and Bysent aid(
A reception followed the ceremony Hasotte, Jessie
Aeker,
Christina
Law.:
Mrs. John G Miller, Mrs. and was a delightful
Fusses
affair. Those Dorr. Ines Trent, Mars Farrell. Annie
Muscoe liumert, Mrs. Edmund Post. assisting
Announcements,
Mrs. Nelson Soule, Mrs- Lou Wilson, Mrs. Gideon, Mrs Mare
The
work
genera,
Mrs. Frank is Scott, of' North
of different de- Leslie Soule
and Mr. and Mrs. Cool- Door. Mrs. Cox, Mrs. McCarty, Mestere
Ninth streot, is hostess to the Maga- partments and plans of the club will idge
were: Dr and Mrs. A. S. Dab- Kamer Gish, Hear" Gehischlaeger
sine club on Thursday afternoon. be outlined at the next meeting.
ney, Dr. and Mrs. 1'. J. Newell. Rev. Charlie Deloach, George Fortner,
The magazines to be reported are:
The charter members are:
W. E. Cave, D. D. Mrs. Loving West, Hush MoOarty, leo race Snyder, I,eMrs. James A. Rudy, Mrs. John G.
Arena. Saturday Evening Post, Amerof Memphis; Miss Reed Watt, of had Mercer, Meths Cockrill, Claude
ican, Oentury, Cosmopolitan. Book- Miller, Mrs. James Koger, Mrs. H. S. Frankfort;
Mrs. H. S. %Vella, Mrs. H. McCarty, Thoess$ Cockrill, Robert
man, Dooklover, Everybody's, Cur- Wells,' Mrs. Edwin Rivers, Mrs.
P. Sights, -Mrs. Hal S. Corbett, Mrs. Tate, Joe Dicke. Goebel Overstreet.
rent Literature, Scrap Book
Henry Rudy, Mrs. Edmund M. Post, DI Boone, Mrs. Linneaus Orme. Mrs.
Barry Delosch, Oscar Gideon, Allen
Mrs. Charles Johnston, Mrs. James Charles Emery, Mrs. Harris Rankin.
Bondprano. Herman Yopp, Alvah
Mrs. Ell 0. Boone, of South Sixth Weille, Mrs. George Kolb, Mrs. D. Misees Mary Ferri:man, Happy New-Martin, Fetzer Dore Horace Snyder,
street will entertain at cards on Fri- M. Flournoy, Mrs. W. C. Gray, Mrs. ell, Lucyette Soule, Julia Dabney,
Wheeler Farrell.
day afternoon In honor of Mrs. Wil- George Flournoy, Mrs. Campbell Mary Cave, Sadie Smith, Mary
liam Oregon Bonnie and Mrs. Mau-, Flournoy, Mrs. Victor
Voris, -Mr.. Wheeler. Kathleen WhItefiele, BlIzaDelphic (lab.
ere B. Nash, Jr., the guests of Mrs.' George Thompson, Mrs. J. R. Pur- Sebree. Mary Linn, Helen Powell.
One of the most delightful Delphic
David Linnsay Van Culin.
year, Mrs. Muacoe Burnett, Mrs. Ja- Mary B. Jennings, Lucile Well, Aimee
meetings of the reason was held at
cob Wallersteln
Mrs. Frank Par- Dreyfuss. Elizabeth Boswell, =len the club
remits in the Carnegie liAtkins. Mary brary
Mr. and MTS. David Lindsay Van,ham, Mrs. Hal Corbett, Mrs. Cook Boswell, Elizabeth
on Tuesday morning. The
Cu:in will receive Tuesday evening Husbands. Mrs. Elbridge Palmer, Bondurant, Ella Wilhelm.
"The Chivalric Era of gpain" was
from it to 11 'Clock at their home on Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Coolidge left at 6 cleverly discussed. "The ('Id of tte
Robert
B.
Phillips, Mrs.
months'
for
visit
a
o'clock
to
teleSixth
South
street
In
honor
of
Mr.
David
(*lily
Wright, Mrs. Gao.
•
tory and song" was ably handle,'
• lffirgh
r. 7"r6"--Magesli
1_I
en
Memphis
Paducah
routeto
their
Mrs. William Oregon Bonnie, of Nash. Anne Webb, Kathleen Whiteb' fits
•r•
of - -Burgos" Was int,ireatingly de
Louisville.
t.
field. Frances Gould, Alice Compton- future borne. Her going-away gown terribed by- Mrs. W. ;v. pe«.4i
es •/-,
•
•
e
rah* tailored suit of brown with hat Ballad., Legends
Emiiy Morrow.
and itosasaaeas of
to harmonize.
The Delphic club will meet on
I7ziknown now but will be known far and wide Sonnay, morning. We
Chivalry" was the attractive theme ot
The bride's bouquet was caught by Mrs.
Tuesday morning at the Carnegie
New Euchre Club.
Mlbridge PsImer.
have inaugurated a series of *pedal sales Saturday night—starting toLucile
Powell
Miss
and
He:en
Mies
library. "leabella of Spaire'Snd "The
A new card Nub was organised on
Mrs. Henry Burnett, of Louisville,
night--and lasting until January lit.
Well.
Inquisition" are the topics for dis- l'hureday evening at the home of
was an out-of-town visitor.
--410-cussion.
Miss Rubye Dunlap, 1414 Monroe
--0-We do not intend to let you know what article or articles will be
Afternoon Euchre.
street. The club has not been named
Social Evening.
!aid on each Saturday night until the day after sale hats taken place.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the
The ladle's of the Evergreen Circle yet. The meetings will be held every
The Daughter's of Rebekahs enterand then only to let you know what you missed provided you dld not
will glee a *nee on Monday evening two weeks and euchre wilt be played. Knights of teilionbus was delightfully tained MOO pntersantly on Wedneriday
attend sal. or your neighbor has not aiready told yea. The*" sales will
afternoon
Wednesday
at the K. P. hall It Is an -invitation Those composing the club are: entertained on
evening at the Fraternity Melding in
affair
Misses Mabel Hughes, Maud Foster, by Mrs. J. P. Oberhausen, of Twenty- honor of the locate Odd Fellows end
all be a great redaction in price of article or articles that
Fannie Leonard, Ethel Robertson, first and Clark streets. Progressive members of their Omnse_
An Ineuchre wae played, the prises being formal musical and literary- program
The Five Hundred club will meet Catherine Robertsoe, Gerald
on Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Lucile Watts, Ruby* Dunlap, Cora captured by Mrs. Pat Lally and Mrs. was rendered by: Mimeo Maggie
John W. Keller, on West Broadwaf. Dunlap; Messrs. Lote Plumlee. Ed Pat Grogan. A dainty luncheon was Burger,
Fields. Anna Weisman.
,toyed after the game. Those present Irene Mayer. Genella Hallose. Rosa
Cooper, Gilbert '
Watts. Marshall
Wititman. Jesse Thurman,
WIII were: Mesdames Pat Lally. H soy- Thurman, Mr. Curtis leek, Mr. (lit'.
Pretty Memileg (lard Party.
•. •
• ••••
der, Will Lydon, Pat Grogan. Wil- Singleton
Route, Jim Polk.
Miss Jean Morris gave a charming
We lasesarate this unknown epeeist because It Will, we believe...creliams. G Weikel, Thomas -Roberts.
Mr. Albert Mayer pNallted over the
little card party Friday evening at
ate more interest and the bargains we expeet to give you will certainly
Callahan
Dentheitil refreshments
occasion.
her home, Madison street. in com- Mr and Mrs. Thompeone• Party Dance
be worth corning to ge'.
were
dance
served.
beautiful
was
given
very
A
pliment to Mr. Ned Ashhrook, who
Evening.
Social
-•
Wadaesday
—41
the
*yentas
Palmer
at
en
!eaves oon for Hot Spring's.
We intend these sale,: to be the grandest offerings ever put forth by
The
Mrs. Mildred Davis entertained her
prise was won by Miss Elsie Hodge. House by Mr. and Mrs. Charles WilMatinee Musical Club.
es
the
greatest bargains, barring none, that vou ever lid the opportunity
men
school
young
class
of
Sunday
liam Thompson In honor of their
A delightfui luncheon
was served
A delightful Wagner and Strauss
to buy and you cannot afford to mitts a mingle sale
and their invited guests very delightThe only restrite
bridal
Pauline
rith
Miss
Purparty,
late The guests were: Misses Henri
cell, of Lestagton, KY. and Miss Vir- fully on Thursday evening at her
tAslo in retard to these sales will be that we take no telephone orders
Alcoa, ELMO. Hodge. Helen
Two.)
Hills,
(Continued
on
Page
ginia Kiaaey, of New York, as cape- home, etli Kentucky avenue. A deand no goods will be charged at sale price--restrietions absolutely secs,Inlizabeth Sabre, Marjorie Loving,
chit honor guests. The big dining- bate between Messrs. Roscoe Reed
Sella Hatfield, Lillian Hobson, Mary
Nee be bey*. Saturday legit* and see lair
sari' la soon bargain givers
and
Scott,
W.
Sugg
W.
IT.
and
Will
Palmer
elaborately
was
hall of the
Gregory, Messrs. John Orme, Ned
yoerself
whether
It
will
or
he worth your while to watch the pet'e'rs
or
Chappell
feature
a
W.
was
pleasant
decorated with southern smilax, pink
Ashbrook, Ziach Hayes, Will Rudy, chrysastheinume
and attend these sales regularly. Judge for peureelf by the off' lug
and terns
In re- together with music and delirious r•
City Kidd, Guy Martin. George Ca- eelving
freahtnents.
with Mr and Mn
tonight.
bell. Charlie Rieke, Will Rinkliffe, Tborapson were: Mr. and MTS. Hal
--0-James Langstaff, Henry Henneberg- Corbett, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Anniversary Vetetwared.
Rudy,.
err, Tom Coburn.
Will post. exami4e, sysMisses Pauline Purcell. of Lexington:
Mr. and Mrs. G. W Lee. at tteerl
—0-Virginia Kinney. of New York; Faith home on South Third street, entertematize and audit books by
Card Party to Mrs. Samuels.
Langstaff, Elizabeth Sinnott, Jeanette tained the Magnolia Grove circle and
the day, week or the job.
Mrs. Richard G. Terrell's card Campbell, Frances Wallace, Meows. a number of friends most pleasantly
Terms Ilessonale
party on Friday afternoon at her Horace W. Shinn. Louis Rieke. Jr., °et Monde!' evening in honor of the
219-223 BROADWAY
home on Kentucky avenue was a Wallace Well,
Douglas Nash, Nolan twenty-third anniversary of their
John
D.
Smith,
Jr.
pretty compliment to her daughter. Van Culla, Arthur Y. Martin, Charles marriage. An elaborate and delightMrs. Leslie B. Samuel... of Bards- Alcott, Dr. J. Q. Taylor. Dr. Charles ful supper was served In the dining111 Fraternity
tern, who is her guest. It was quite Lightfoot.
,
room and the tables were prettily ••••••••••••
.....V.,....es•WW./kM10;40.~.4•NoWW,r,
ADVMKTIS114 IS THE SUM
Inn elaborate affair and the rooms
The punch table was attractively
were attractive with chrysanttenotalfe arranged in the hall and was served
A tkdightigl course-luncheon wja throughout the evening The german
served after the game. The gaMP was led by Mr. Louis Rieke, Jr.
prize was won by Miss Polite FerriIn addition to the reception comman. -Mrs. Victor Vorts captured the mittee there were present: Dr. and
p.
There were lour- Mrs Vernon Blythe. Dr. and Mrs.
lone-hand prize
teen tables of guests.
!Icier Voris! Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Asbcrafte Mr. and Mrs. Harry McDetre Nom flub.
inlwee. Mr. and Mrs. Heary Orenbey,
Miss Mary Scott was the hostess of Mrs. Leslie Samuels, of Bardstown;
I
the Entre Nous club and a limited Mrs. George Floury/kr, Mimeo Ethel
number of outside guests on hider Brooks, Emit* Morrow. -Mildred Terafternoon at her home on Madison reel, Mettle Tenell. Mary Scott.
INTER is here—and the first Imo* makes us think of heavier garments. Our Sint Department is
stri101II
- street. It was an "Old Maid Party" Henry Alcott, Jean
Morris, Ile:en
now at its height with the offerings which it has to show you—New Coat Suits, cloaks. Waists,
and was quite a pretty affair.
Mille, Mary Doswell, Lillie Hobson.
Ripirts and Furs, all garments of quality, with prises that are right. With the reputation that we have in
The club prize, a gold hat-pin with Statile Cobb,. Muth Well, Mee Owen.
Entre Nous engraved on It, was won, Angeline Thomas, Lillie Mae Winthis deportment—LARGEST STOOK, LOWEST PRICKS, BEST QUALATIES—we leave it to you to
be Mket Marjorie Bagby. The visit- stead; Messrs. John Brooks, Frank
make your comparisons. We call your special attention to the following Remit which we are now offering
ors' prize, a Kentucky souvenir spOon Boone, David Kogeri 'Ben Mathis,
in
this department.
*as captured by Miss. Faith Lang- George DttBois. George Thompson.
staff. The consolation prize went to Grover Jackson, Frank
Bourne,
*Ise Virginia Kinney, of New York. Douglas BagbY. Philo Alcott, BlanA Pretty two-course luncheon was at- ton Allen. Fred Wade, Frank Davis,
tractively served after the game.
Roy Cu:ley. Stewart Sinnott. Cade
The guests were: Mrs. Henri Davis, Will Rudy. Zack Hays, Everett
Rudy, Mrs. Charles Thompson, Misses Thompson. Charles Cox.
Black Cheviot Coat 42 inches
All Wool Plaid Oust, trimmed
-Plaid Mixtures, light and
Lillie Mae Winstead, Ethel Brooks,
long, lose coat, Wined iti velvet
In braid and plain cloth, half
Frances Terrell, Nell Holland, Mardark. loose Sot Coat, trtmnaed In
Hams Rood club.
jorie Bagby, Sarah 'Sanders, May
and braid, at
fitted back, for
velyetend braid, 45 in. long, for
The Sans Solid club was delightOwen, Retta Hatfield, Frances Walfully entertained on Thursday afterlace, Corinne Winstead. Faith Langnoon by Mrs. Harris Rankin at her
staff, Virginia Kinney. of New York;
•
biome at Broadway and Ninth streets.
Pauline leureeleof Lexington:Martha
There were four tables at cards, the
as
Davis, Kate Crumbseigh, Allie
club vacancies being filled by visitors.
Mae McOlsteery. Clara Parks,
Miss Lula Reed captured the club
Marjorie Crumbaugh.
Green, Brown or Mixtures and Pony Ladies' Silk Waists Black Kersey Coat Serge Suits, Blue or Infants' and Coilprize, and the visitors' prize went to
Mrs. Minnie Rankin. A pretty twoBlue Mixture Coat Check Coat, all'colNeer line of all styles
Black, Strictly
dren's Coats $1.00
Informal Reception.
arse luncheon followed the game.
$8.50
Mrs. Frank le Scott entertained Present were: Mrs. Leslie B SamSuits $10.
ors, Suit $12.50, $15
Tailored, $11.90
to $10.00.
her Sunday school clam of the Finn uels. of Bardstown; Miss Pauline
- $5.90 to $14.50
Coat
suit
iii
Blue
serge
ate]
suits,
Wick
tfreen,
hrown Mixtures and check pony
Christian church on Friday evening Purcell, of Lexington; Miss Virginia
Black Feeney ()eat, 50 in.,
Children's Furs $1
or blue mixture's titter, cost,,
Wince Chap style coat,
at her home on North Ninth street. Kinney, of New York; Mrs. Charles
plaited skirt suit,
to $10.00 Set.
coat, trimmed in braid; ',rimmed to velvet and Ladies' Silk Skirts long: plain long coat, vet- plaited skim colt Hoed
It was an informal reception and a Thompson, Mrs. Minnie Rankin, Mrs.
gime pleasant occasion. An attractive Allen Ashcraft, Mrs. .iohn W. Scott:
coat lined throughout, braids, need teller good
lb rowboat,
vet collar!
musical program was rendered dur- Misses hula Reed, Marjorie CroryA tailors
skirt plaited. Stilt
plain. strictly tai lore g tr- Kimouas for Winter .50c
quality satin, stilt
ing the evening by Mrs. W. C. Gray, banish. Ruth Well, Mildred Terrell,
anent,
to $1.50.
$10.00
Mrs. David Flournoy, Miss Shelton Hattie Terrell. Faith Langstaff, Eliza$12.50, $15
$5.90 to $16.50
$8.50
$14.9)
bong or short.
end Mr. Robert Scott Delightful re- tieth Sinnott.
lirolltinents were served.
Delightful Birthday Party.
NW—
Mis..a Anna Hill, of North Sixth
Merle. at Winter Cotillions
f The Cotillion club held a leeriness street, entertelited a limited number
219-223 BROADWAY
'meeting on Monday evening at the of friends moo( Plielinahtlf on
Wedne&
'
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TOASTED
iNCORM4
FLAKEs

RUDY,PHILLIPS & CO.

Saturday Night,

Nov.

17

7:30 to 9:30.

sols

UNKNOWN SPECIAL SAIL

EveryIToman Will Want

Expert Accents!'

7:30 to 9:30 only.
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Vety Special Values in Cold Weather Garments
W

Black Cheviot Coats
$4.50.

All Wool Plaid Coats
$5.90.

$4.50

$5.90

I

Plaid Mixture, Light
or Dark Coats $5.

Rudy, Phillips 6 (co.

•

$5.00

to.
'

• PAGE POPE.
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' THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

aeein that this method of paying
the Pabucah Sun. does
for *ewers should meet with popular

IMMIGRATION PROBLEM.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17.

ousands of Dollars
for Dandelion.

favor.
It will not do for the coming general council to allow the work of improvement to flag. We must have
sewers for the protection of health.
A well drained city will attract population and enhance the value of
property, ett that all property holders, great and small, really benefit
materially by having the sewers.
It is still early and the pans for
the sewer ditstriet will not be ready
for several months, but it is well for
the councilmen and aldermen-elect, to
study the matter and be prepared to
vote intelligently
when they are
called upon.
We must protect the health and
lives of our citizens by providing the
city with proper sanitary facilities,
but we must protect the citizens'
pocketbooks at the same time.

the other southern states in the WetBRADSTREE'l"
tar of securing a desirable class of
Immigrants. Instead of going to
44eseeereeeeeleeezdeleeeeeelseeleleleeeeleeer
INCORPORATED
New York and seeking them among
F. H. FISHER. President.
the
heterogeneous
MASS
of
Italians
E. J. PAXTON. Oetieral Manager.
New York, Nov. 17.
The ferther
and Slays, they have sent agents to
at ust'wU"I'Jo MATES.
and serious congestion of the railBelgium
-and
Germany
perwho
have
(Entered at the postoMce at Paducah.
sonally selected them of a class iltted way shipments, more advant:eS In waKy.. as second class matter.)
for the employments of which they ges, satisfactory re-orders the large
TUE DAILY EVE
It costs thousands of dollars to obtain the sole agency for Dr. Edward's
lity carrier. p.r week
5 .10
are needed and with qualifications volume of- the spring trade, the ac- Dandelion
Tablets and Pills, and it is costing us thousands of dollars more to buy
.40
mall, per month, In adVance
insuring that they will make good tivity in the retail lines in consomall, per year, in advance
4.60
trial
packages to give to you and all sick ones free of cost. But we felt that the only
citizens. This plan will doubtless nance with favorable weather markTHE WEEKLY SUN
ed
the
more
detusnd
than
cost
one,
the
but
other
noveity
Id
for
and
way
pertrue
to convince you of the merit of these two preparations. was to present yoLl
Per year, by niw$1, waist:age paid. .51.00
Adtreas TIlE SUN. Paducah. KVthe end it will be well worth the ati- sistent demand for domestics and with a
their vale.0
at our expense. We spent months
deems) expense.. The immigrants iron and steel are among the signifiPrice, 116„ South Third.
Phones 350
on th,
them
before we decided to pay a very large sum for the privilege of putting
will come fully Informed as to their cant features of an
exceptionally
Payne is Young. Chicago and New
th.•-:
anything
endorsing
representatives.
York
future employment, and the provis- busy week. Because of the delay in market. We could not afford to risk our reputations by
ions which will he made for their re- deliveries by the railways collections would lay us open to public censure, either through the magazines or the medie:.1
THE SUN tan be found at the follow'lug L places:
ception. If all is found to be as rep- are not so good as they 'might be
11 Clements A Co.
profession; our inquiry as to the intrinsic merit of Dr. Ed w ard's Dandelion
resented, it will open the way to oth- though most of the improvement reVan Cullia Brum,
Tablets and Fills was therefore of the most searching character.
Palmer House.
er imtuigrants from the same locali- ported last week is maintained.
Joie wilheini's.
ties, as welLas afford instruction to
The industrial
plants are being
because it places you under
You need have no hesitancy in accepting our
other communities as to the proper Pushed to their utmost and foreign
that is given away. In
no
obligation
package
trial
whatever.
every
pay
for
We
We have no inside information, wity of supplying themselves with la- iron is
coming in vu' large volume.
but we believe much of the talk bor of the same character.
Remember we dare
justice
offer.
to
yourself
this
you
advantage
ought
to
of
take
Labor is scarce and wages, especialThroughout the whole south there
about a special session of the legisly those of railway ,employes, have not make such emphatic statements unless we were absolutely sure of the truth of
lature in the interest of the Louis- is similar demand for reliable white
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17.
trniergone favorable changes. All in our remarks. One misstatement would mean exposure and disgrace. You can
Owing to the great progress
vele "lid" is of the grapevine variety labor
all, the situation throughout
most obtain a trial package
In
that
diversified
section
in
labor
of Tablets from drug store named below.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Alleged friends of Governor Becksection,' of the country is inspiring.
•
Ostober-1900.
ham are basing their anticipations and manufactures, the negro race
The grain markets have ,shown
on the presumptive natural desire of alone does not satisfy the altered
few fluctuations. The weakness of
Steternaint of a Well-known
(renditions.
it
element
is
A
large
of
the
administration
Tablets
Stomach Trouble.
to
take
the
met1
3989
17
last week in the wheat market being What Dandelion
3932
northward,
steadily
drifting
being
Druggist.
2
.3S91
18
3935 ropo:Itan police force of Louisville
and Pills Are.
The Tablets are the best to use in case
drawn from the farms and Planta- followed by a small advance (about
PROSPECT HILL PHARMACY.
nut
of
the
hands
of
the
city
machine
$
3963
111
form
takes
the
which
Trouble
4133
of Stomach
LONODALE.R 1.
tfous to the cities, or securing em- one cent) at New York and Chicago.
Everybody knows that Dandelion is th• of Dyspepsia, indigestion, Sour Stomach,
4
.3913
20
3933 and place in the hands of the state ployment in mines, lumber camps The northwestern millers complain
March Huh, 1916.
most Valuable of all Nature's remedies. etc., becaube they tone up the system and SCHENCK CHEMICAL CO.
organization.
Since
the
Louisville
6
.391.6
22
4474,
be- of the high prices asked for wheat Well, Dr. Edward's Tselets and Pills are stimulate the flow of gastric juice, thus
and other kinds of mcupatIou
your Dandeplaced
haying
Since
Sirs;
Dear
papers
and the
Louisville
6
bosisea
ZlirtiO
23
..4490.
In Ken- and report the export in busittess simply common dandelton ,Terazicum)in very effectively aiding the digestive organs lion Tablets and Pills in stock have had ice!
sides that of agriculture
Dandelion Tablets
Your
them.
8
Governor
with
success
.3962
24
•
form
concentrated
with
combined
other
4536 have conestenCy fought
to perform their proper functions. Their toiv• done great work with my trade who hi.'
tucky this evolution is rapidly takes* checked.
.3955
25
4032 Beckham and their strength lies in place to the great inconvenience and
The trade is as active as probably harmless ingredients of purely vegetable mildly cathartic action also relieves the been troubled with Dyspepsia and I (era glad 6 t
of
matter.
tee
are
very
one
They
few
10
control
police.this
of
the
would
seem
.3953
of all refuse and undigested any time to recommend them with aLsoLta
stomach
26
3949
year the never before at this season of the proprietary medicines endorsed by the
loss of farmers. Every
safety and sure results.
11
.3959
27
Yours truly,
3942 a "consummation .41evoutly to be number cif negro laborers, upon whom year at New York. Dry goods of all medical profession. If wear .pllysitcian matter.
12
illigded, RICHARD W.SWAN.
.3977
29
3925 wished " by him; but there are oth- farmers chiefly rely for the cultiva- kinds, millinery, gloves Jewelry, Pa- desireg to know what these preprzeuons
Trouble
and
Kidney
13........3979
30
3941 er things than the desire of one man tion and _harvesting of their crops. per, confectionery, twine •nd cord- Contain,, hays him write us a•d we will
Lndoreed by Physician.
16
.3960
Rheumatism.
31
3929 to be considered before the legisla- and who live upon the farina of their age, hardware, iron and steel and gladly send him the information together
with the name of the expert chemist who
36
ture authorizes any such &mak: ac- employees, Is decreasing.
.3925
THE SCHENCK CHEMICAL CO.
other metals, machinery, coal and superintends their manufacture.
every
nearly
and
trouble
Ail kidney
in
velrysisad
ed your
--I ha•
e
d pel.mys
1.,
.
0enatnIm
Total
with
home
108,495 tion. Any interference
There is no state in the south need. tobacco show special strength in decase of Rheumatism is due to predliace of
,.
Average for October, 1906....4018 politics will be opposed by the eleffer- laga good class of immigrants prouric a.:1.1 in the blood. Dr. Ed ward's very gratifying results, aad have the ev
mand and prices.
amaillly tirt::
.
rvr1, yanfd
...Luwidintite
Esc-Simile of Label on Boa.
Average for October, 1905....3612 son county delegation. which can in cured on the plan adopted by Georgia
DaudeliCin Pills through their direct action of utbuss. wyho.hhc.
upon the Liver and Kidneys
tehyenaind
.
e Leal
eiV.I dafoi
urn influence other members. The more than Kentucky. But the plan
byhaLt
eveaptum
and
restore these organs to
I'qtct 254
Taere
egigature is enpledged In this met- should be well matured and its deboot,
nothing
know
diabetes,
ot
I
al•°
tiam
sound end healthy cottAli
er and the majority of the members tails Judiciously
carried
out.
It
Peewit.
b
The title acid then
CLEMENT.
Y"1111"7
D:-.G. A.
as
opposing should be employed co-operatively by
this Nov 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton, gen- may be counted on
away through the natural Deemtaeligieb.
channel and the blood
or
eral linaawiee ee, The Sun, who af- state interference with local affairs. the farmers in a neighborhood
Kidney
Trouble Cured.
becomes pure again sod free Liver and
firms that the above Statement of Governor Bes:kham
may be intent county. Suitable buildings *holed
matter.
poisonous
all
from
5D
W Liberty three:.
provided.
should
be
These
either
be
'Irewat
Court,
the circulation of The Sun for the on tackling the Louisville problem,
CINCINNATI,0.
We only guarantee to cure
month of Oete'lltel, is true to.lbe but we think some political steers are on the farms of the eespective,per- ,Circuit J Age Wil:tam Reed had. a
CO.
DRESIICAL
SCHEME
OPIEUMATISM
fie
SPECIFIC
A
Sth•umatiem when it is Dear Eke
1.-Per The Mee tame years T lay*
talking through their
hats: end. oohs needing the labor, or, better elearaeterestle alegurday court this
tikiiiillowlfelffiT and
KICK( ANS Leda DISEASES
caused by presence of uric seared terri
web Lives trouble. I went
after
anyway. Governor Beckham h not still, le villages established for the morning, adjourning obortly
DYSPEPSIA ASS EDIISMATilill
PETER PrRYEAR, Notary Public.
but Ilene did me any good.
acid in the blood. We ha -es several•
is. to um your Damn
hundreds of causes A friend eI mem
My commission expires January going tp all those legislators to purpose, and centrally located con- convening. Little business was done.
cured
CHLMICAL.
leer bores of teem sr d
Wm
seed
Tablets,
SCHENCK
R. P. Jones against the S. H. WMFrankfurt to enart any such law, un- ventently to thee- owners of land neede
22, 19n:
/40/11 Yoe" CITY,
• because this is usually the they eared me satesiag. You balm'Mr ewe
8
celiac of rheumatic affections, •Ion to use my eadersement ofyswrw.eri.
This would be bet- stead Medicine company, Judgment
til he knows how they are going to ing this labor
Kidney and Liver Owe.
ter than having the immigrants, a for $140.
vote.
Sigeell, ELEANOR It1PPIEROER.
Dandeby
Diseases
Cured
Daily Thought.
few on each farm. In houses correeThe Estey company against L. B
pondlng to the former negro quar- Dunces, order of sale set aside.
,
"Ideals are to run races with. overThrough their direct and immediate Both Tablets and Pills soil
lion Tablets and Pills.
Hai log failed to Independently orters. If in villages similar to those
action upon the liver Dr. Edward's Dandtaken, they are apt to become Idols,"
A Judgment agreed to by all conganize the farmers. the Society of
elion Tablets and Pills induce a natural by all druggists. Price 25c.
in rural England or In communities cerned was flied In the consolidated
Equity has united with organized laConstipation.
flow of bile. This relieves the congested
communes,
or
In
as
other
known
Euaction.
or
C.
administrator.
H.
Peee,
SEWER! BONDS.
•
bor and now we See the Fedenttion of
condition of the liver and enables it to
CUT OUT THIS COUPON.
The incoming general council will Labor in the shape of an anonisty. ropean countries, there could be against R. R. Wood, two cases, and
In constipation the Tablets act sea mild perform its important work of keeping the
schools
for
the
churches
children,
J. W. Prieto, against R. Ft. Wood. cathartic; the Pills are s'.ghtly stronger, bowels and stomach ins healthy condition.
be confronted with a number of needs with wage earners, working in rePlease
give the Bearer
provisions
and
other
for the comfort The suit Involved certain rights of but bomb tablets and phis act upon the
in the way of public improvements, stricted hours under an Iron clad
membranes of the intestines,
and among the most important will cote rat t for a certain wage scale, as- and elevation of the members of the parties concerned-. John K. Hendrick mucous
thersiore their action is absolutely sure
communttles.--Courierelournal.
*at as special Judge.
be that of extending the sewer sys- sociated for mutual protection with
ewe trial package Dr. Edward's Diamielion
It is well to remember that disordered
end also for this reason they never gripe
T.
Was
How•rton
granted
a
diI. A iak. D. Co.
T•blets
tem of the city. That additional ran- emploiers of labor whose purpose it
ot cause the least discomfort. They are nerves are near1y4lways caused by a dievorce
from
Sarah
WRITE
CHANGING
ifewarton.
RABE
To
RED
- itary sewer facilitito and
equally good for children as well as adults, ordered stomach. We do not make e
under- Is to force up the prices of tbe neves,because they are • tonic and do not specialty cf nervous troubles unless the uy
ground drainage are needed is too steles of life which the wage earners
produce any unnatural condition of the are c.Josed by stomach trouble-then WI W
Sae Piled.
self-evident to require argument. The must ens. When the International Pleyeiciens l'esttled Over Phenome.
cure them permanently.
Massillon MIlatawitad Thresh- bowels.
•
present counsel has taken care of the Protective Order of Farm Hands is • iion--Cosonaltation to Ile Held,
teser company of 0111C eke suit against
most urgent demand by creating sew- organised and affiliated with the FedDistributors
Wholesale
W.
M.
English
foe
$564.30
alleged
er district No 2, and has ordered de- eration of Labor, then we will
Wabash. Ind_ Nov. 17.-Two days
RP*
r•-• Wellevills, N. Y.
Induntrial
tail plans and specifications for
a something worth while in the pyro- after the birth of the snit of Mrs. to be due on notes and interest. A
third district, embracing
all the technical line at the federation meet- Letha Highly a small red spot ap- lien on property Is asked for.
northern part of the city and west ing.
peared upon th• left side of the
from Sixteenth street to the limits.
Dereus
child's face Gradually this spot bait
In the first, two districts, embracing
M. D. Sanders to Heave Smede
It Is scarcely consistent for tho-0 enlarged, until now at the age of 5
the downtown set lion and the dispapers, which months It has rompsetely covered the power of attorney
anti-administration
tinctively residemee section, that rent held Perry Hety tip as the bogy-man left side of the
E. W. Whittemore to Joe La
face and the neck,
fell priaripally on people, who can
of the machine, to deny him credit the red color making that side of the et el., property In the Murrell,. s. 'well afford the expense of the imReckhana's victory. child's face appear like that of an end addition. $400.
for Governor
provement. the Majority of whom Now, we don't know whether
D. G. Murrell, et al., to Mrs.
is
Percy Indian. The child Is healthy, with
qualiwere glad to as' are the sewers.
Italy hindered or helped, hut we do absolutely no apparent harmful re- C Miller, property neare Twenty-s•
ties
first•class
Wit in the !lied district a new sit- know that a lot of esPers Proclaimed sult of the change of color. Mem- ond and Washington streets, al n r
other consideration..
uation obtains. In this section there him the dominating factor of the ma- bers of the Wabash County
Medical
are a great many small property chine, when they thought It would
Taylor & Niorquot to J. M. MeCaii
armlet:ton differ es to the cause.
less, property In the Taylor &
owners, owners of little homes and do the most harm
Some claim death will result If the
qttot addition in the west end, f
big families. Oho by economy and intransformarion is not checked. They
and other considerations.
dustry have managed to pay for a
Sailors of the Turkish fleet have have decided to summon
specialists
cottage and lot. • The expense of sew- given the Lip to creditor nations.
and a meeting will be held this
Marriage Licenses.
er building falls heavily on them, Perhaps, the sultan would pay If he
.1. E Craig, county, 29, to Lillie
and too grievous burdens in the way only 'knew. The sailors waisted in week.
Misses' Tourists Coats
Willis. city, 22.
Of extra asseampents and taxes are their demonstration until they atto $14.75
Arthur Radford. city, 4, to Sar..
PEARI")4 PROM(MON.
Women'scalculated to dist-Mirage home get- erected the •ttention of the MohamMine,' Broadcloth Coats
MeS.aynolds, city, 15, colored.
ting emote; this class. Then, too. nieslao ruler. Then they got their
$10.00,$14.75,
from _.._ __$10.00 to $22.50
To Be firer Edmirsi in Navy Seeman
There is considerable unimproved, wages.
Women's Tonziet ("oats
Certain.
property lying in large tracts. from
from
to $25.00
which little OT 130 income is received.
The president
watching the
is
Women's Kersey Coats
The owners or these tracts will feel steam shovels
Washington.
.r
.
Nov.
Com17
but he really is more
from__ _$10.00 to $25.00
the expense sorely. The unemproved Interested
In what the muck rake, mander Peary, the record breaker of
property to t•ome extent, possibly, can
Woolen's Silk Coats
Ire explorers, Is eonsidered a possihave got ont of the canal.
In the above priced snits is every authoribe left out of the Improvement temfrom
ble successor to Rear Admiral Endi$25.00 to $50.00
tative style, fabric and color. We emphasize
porarily, but where the little homes
cott, chief of the
bureau of lards
These
Coats are in accordance with Fashion's
at the. working people Muster. sew- Celeiniffiffiffivetteeiree-eeetelelweer&ieeseeseere
the fact that you, oit1y need to take a good
and sleek% when be retires from selatest dictates, and combine good material
ers are needed se much as anywhere
ttee-aerie''
,
November
26.
Should
look
at
these
suits
in
order
-to
determine
that
STRANGE REQUEST
with good workmanship iu a most satisfactory
else, so the only consideration that
Peary apply for another two years'
they are unmatchable at the price.
can be shown them is to lighten the
manner.
leave to make another dash for the
4
,(Mtn %fee .t.ked Negro in Preach
burden.
pole he will not be considered fueThe state legislature at the last
:
F""
c lett
n1 1 It*
"9 thir for the position.
""
knee Ail Hi. Good
session enacted a law designed
to
protect this very 'lass. The law
Points,
Identified Wrong Negro.
provide., for the rity to issue bonds
Atlanta, Nov. 17.- Joseph Clem,
to cover the expense of constructing 4.764Kt4.1.13.1.7103144.41011404
who positively was identified by Mrs.
sewers. The city then falls back on
A clipping from a paper at Canal
See the splendid
Camp, as the negro who assaulted
the property bolders
The attelPPA- Winchester,
announcing
the
/Dent against the property becomes a death and burial of 0. P. Chaney in her, was acquitted by a Jury. The acvalues we are offering
ellen and is paid off In ten annual in- that city, resells to Mr. A. J. Decker quittal was caused by the arrest of
Coney Scarfs and Ties
in Boys' Reefer OverImitation Chinchilla-Ties
stallment.. Thus the cost Is dis- the consummation of a promise made WIII Johnson, a negro, who ferries
from.
from.
98C
to
tributed over a term of ten years, en- to an old line Democrat by an aged a gun with cartridge identical with
$4.98
coats in covert
Natural Squirrel Ties
Brook Mink Scarfs
abling any property owner to meet darky wencher. Mr. Chaney was the the obe found In Mrs. Camp's home
It without embarraesment.
from ...
Partner in business of -Mr. Decker's
to $15.00
from.
$1.75 to
YOU nON'TsHIVE 70 Wait
There is another feature of the father before the war. At the outBlended Squirrel Ties
Every dose makes you feel better Lax- Foe
Sahle
Fox
Scarfs
and
Boas
bond issue that strengthens it as a break of the civil war Mr. Chaney and keeps your whole Insides right. Sold ma the
from
practical measure. l'uder the usual Mr. Det•ker. who ware Democrats, re- stowey-hack plan everywhere. Price 60 tuts.
Muffs to match at corresponaingly low prices
method the city assesses the cost to mained together and their other partthe propefty hoidens and leseres the ners withdrew on account of political
Relief for Rheumatism.
sewer contractor to collect it -from difference's. Ths brought the Chaney
These damp days are hard on peethem. There may be Pte. people to and Decker families clove together. tile afflicted with rheumatism, and
be considered in a $54,000 contract. Mr. Decker says he remembers hear- !relief is sought In all sorts of remeThe contractor mulct collect his quota ing Mr. Chaney say to James Poin- dies.
from each property holder. It takes dexter, a colored preacher, whom he
There la no doubt in the minds of
time and trouble and sometime,' liti- had on many occasion, befriended, people who have 'suffered with the
Children's Union Suits
LAdies yleeeed Cotton Union Snits at.....50C
gation to collect all the money. The "James, you know
all the good dread disease sag thoae who have
at.....
Ladies'
Ribbed Union Snits, part wool,
contractor's time is valuable, and point, about me, if I have any. I stadied it closely that- probably more
Children,'s Ribbed Cotton Vests and Pants,
the conmeptence is, that few of them want you to talk shout meat my relief can be secured from the Osteoat
.
good value, at
25C
will bid on such terms and those funeral." When Mr. Decker was fle- pathic treatment than any other.
Ladies' Blink Tights at._
Infants' Rebens Vesta at. ..
50c
$1.00
who do add 2.5 per cent to the price eing in Canal Winchester this sumOf course, some chronic cases
Boys' extra heavy Fleeced Vests and Drawers
Ladies' Fleeced Cotton Vests and Pants
to cover the loss in making collec- mer he referred to the matter and won't yield to any treatotept, but in_
tions
at
Mr. Chaney remembered having saki stances of cases of seven and eight
C
If the city IMLUO% bonds and oars it. A few days ago Mr. Chaney died years' standing yielding to three
the contractor the cash, the
work and true to his word lames Poin- months' treatments can be cited. If
will he untie at three-fourths the cost dexter delivered the eulogy of his you are suffering of rheumatism,
I
to the proPertY oiners, who, in addi- friend, with whoee "good Points- be should like to discuss' your case with
tion, have their asstessmente divided was acquainted. Mr. Chaney
was you, examine you anti tell you what
into ten payments. This saving In many years a member of the Ohl() I can do for you. With the dry hot
the cost of the contract would cover state heard of agriculture. He was air trAitnient that I Witt with osteothe expense of a speelai election. the mon of John O. Chaney. a mem- path? 1 am having vere gratifying
Time stay be doubts In the minds of ber of congress In the days of Clay ItteCPIRO with people you knew welt.
eonsefimaa of their ability to get any and Webster. and once speaker of the
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
Dr. G. B. Froage, 51e. Broadway
Wild Of a. bonrt !Immo gut:nub-1W _ILJanet_ house of lb..Ohio
. ?holm I41S7.
•••••••1...
•••••••
•'weive.tissewer
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NOW FOR THAT COAT OR SUIT

M r"

The season
ripe for them to be
worn, and by making special purchases we arc enabkd to quote prices
fuly a third to a half less thln the
regular.

Tailor Made Suits

Our styles are top-notch-our
and the tailoring faultless. Inspection will convince you
that now and here is the place to buy
to an advantage.

Stylish Winter Coats

•

$19.75

0

Mlases$10.00, $12.50,$15.00

l

Special Prices
Boys' Overcoats

cloths in
tans and grays, also
Scotch effscts for boys
6 to 14. Specially priced
$3,50 to $10.00.
For boys 3 to 8 we
have those long Ulster
Coats, great protectors
against the cold, in kerseys and nobby plaid.
and cheviots in blues and
blacks. Trimmed beautifully with an ensign on
the sleeves and brass and
pearl buttons. Specially
priced $2.50 to $5.00.

lo
t

• Buy Furs Now and Save Money

We bought our Furs months ago when prices were much lower than
they are now, and we are offering our customers the benefit.

#

$2.98 to $7.50

$6.98

$3.95 to $22.50

fr

$3.98 to $18.75

Women's and Children's Seasonable and Dependable
Underwear at Prices That Will Pay You to Buy Now
25c. 50c.$1.00

Extremely Good Values in Stylish Mill nery are Being Offered by
Mrs Clark

L. B. Ogilvie •Se Co.

•

SATURDAY, NOVIGIIIVER 17.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

Dinner Party to Visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Miller Sisson entertained with a seven o'clock dinner Thursday at their home on Clark
street in honor of Miss Althea Pentecost, of Memphis, Tenn., who is
their guest. It was an attractive affair with covers laid Os:!Miss Pentecost, Mrs. Lela Wade
Lewis, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry McElwee,'Mr. Richard Scott and Mr. and Mrs. T. M.
Sisson.
Entertained Last Evening.
Iliss Jessie Farley entertained a
number of her friends last evening
at her home in Farley place with a
tacky party. Many novel and unique
costumes were worn by the guests.
After several hours at games, delicious refreshments were served.

LEVY'S COAT SALE

MOW

That is now on is certainly putting lots of Coats in the different homes of Paducah.

It is mighty hard to resist buying
one, because the stock is larger, the assortment is greater ami
the pticies are lower than ever before.

PAGE ME.

•
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IT11/15 or solo suricEsi

Episcopal,
NOW 10 THE accepted time for
GRACE-The
Rev. David C.
fou to look about your fire and terns.Wright, rector. Holy communion at
7: 30 a. in. Sunday school at 9: 34). do insurance, as fall and winter are
Morning prayer and sermon at 10:45. coming. Remember the old and re.
Evening prayer and sermon at 4:30. liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Rector's Bible class Monday at 4: 30 'Office No. 128 South Third street. Ofp. m.; subject, '•Epherians.••
fice telephone No. 940.
Residence
The following program of music Phone No. 1581. We represent some
will be sung at Grace church tomor- of the oldest and beat insurance COMrow, the regular choir being consid- Psnies, which are paying their
losseI
erably augmented:
promptly. We protect your interests,
Morning Prayer:
and you better be safe than sorry.
Processional--Anelent of Days-Give us a call.
Jeffries
FOR RENTA nice tarnished room,
Venite-Old chant.
408 Washington.
Oloria Petri-Selmer.
Te Deum-Festal setting ----.Lloyd. - W-ANYED--Good boy to
do house
Jubilate-Festal setting -Nevins. work. Apply at The Sun
office.
Hymn--Creation-Hayden
CLEANING and pressing neatly
Hywn-Coronation.
Offertory -Praise Ye the Father. done. Jas. DuMa. Old phone 956.
Recessional-Rise, crowned
WANTED-A house girl, 609
with
light.
Kentucky avenue. J. A. Rudy.
Russian National Anthem,
HOUSE FOR RENT- Tenth and
Evening Prayer:
'ones street. J. R. McLean.
•
Magnificat-Semper.
WANTED-Boy or girl to strip toNunedimittis-Semper.
bacco. Apply at once 117 Broadway.
Gloria patri-Nevin.
FOR RENT-Nice furnished room
Offertory- The Earth is the Lord's.
with board at 626 Kentucky avenue
Christian,
FOR RENT-,
5 five room cottage
FIRST-- The Rev. W. H. Pinker- with bath, 319 qouth Fourth street
ton will preach at both morning and Apply H. M. Orme, 321 South Fourth
evening services. Mr. Robert ('hasONE nicely furnished room for
tain will sing a solo in the morning
and - Mr. Ed Scott ale sing at the rent. Bath and all modern conventenet's, 918 Broadway.
evening services.
TENTH STREET-The Rev. J. C.
WZ HAVE Firemani-inisber
Shelton will preach at 11 a, m. and Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
7:3e p. ni. Sunday school at 9:34) Rudy, Phillips & Co.
a m. Communion at 10:45 a. m,
FOR RENT-Five room cottage.
MECHANICSBURG- -The Rev. T.
with bath 1036 Madison street. ApN. Varble, pastor. Sunday school at
2:300 p. m. The Rev. J. C Shelton ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
will preach at 3:30 o'clock.
FOR RENT-1-Fu-in-ished Or Usfurnished rooms, with or without
Rapt1st.
board. Apply 415 Kentucky avenue
SECOND- -The Rev J. S. Pate,
FOR HAMBUROERS and Hot Tapastor. Preachicg morning and evemales go to "Shorty's" 111% South
ning.
FIRST-Th• Rev. Calvin Thomp- Third or 127 North Fourth.

Hundredsof Homes

&fil6b

317
Broadway

I

Are heated with Hart's Aluminum oil heaters..-They are a
thing of beauty,a joy forever

Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of reducing the CPoal bills it to
be without a knowledge of
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
know the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a piny, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They are per
fectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a finish on little oil

GEO.0. HART &PONS CO.

TODAY'S MARKETS

Our
Pure Gum
Seamless
Hot Water Bottles
and
Fountain Syringes

d

1

Mr. Will Hendrick went to Prince10
ton this morning on bustness.
Coat Prices From $4.98 Up
Mr. James DeSpain has gone to
Metropolis, Ill., to live.
Mr. Chsehre.Werren, a well known
PRICES TO FIT
car repalter,- ha* entered the grocery
business at FOutteenth and Tennessee streets,
Col. R. R. Sutherland, fire and
police commissioner, will return in
two weeks from California where he
has been several
weeks attending
317 Broadway
the bedside of his daughter, Miss
Clausie Sutherland, who was ptileartouely ill. The young lady is now
greatly improved.
sale at The Sun office-twenty-eve
Mee. Richard Lawson, who has
cents each.
been visiting her sister, Mrs. C. J.
IMINVEV'elesSVEWCWICIIIIIIZIMMLIMISMIZCW15506312CSICIOCILVM1051511115%
-Frank Peal, colored, was arrest- Kopp, for two months, returned to
ed by Patrolmen Hill and Wood this her home In Vendetta this morning.
ea ,lue of fruits in the
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
son, pastor. Morning subject: "Some
FOR SALE giloussehold
goods daily.
morning for gaming
Mr. L. C. Barry, traveling passenPalmer -L. I.. Meter, St Ionia:
..ifornia pears and seedEvening subject: very cheap on acAunt of leaving the city. N
-When you order a rig from us ger agent for the Colon Belt route. Facts About it.
less sweet oranges. Home-made can- Toni Wallace, New York, 0. Loss- •
"What Shall We Do for Our Beloved city; 613 Clay. Flat A.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416
you are talking G. one of the pro- was in Paducah today on business.
melater. Chicago; Tonnie BondurauL,
Ones Who Are Lost."
WANTED
-Flour
barrel
cooper: at dy daily. Imperial Confectionery Co.,
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-1 prietors or capable ...erks (not a
Mr. Charlie Brown went to PrinceCairo, Ili.: E. L. Berry. Mot Mich.;
NORTH
TWELFTH --- Sunday once. Address Temple Bross, Mas- 331 Broadway.
ton
Broadway. Phone 196.
this
morning on business.
•
driver or hostler) who writes, tiles
school at 3 o'clock.
on's Mill, KY.
FOR RENT-The two-story gro- J. W. Solar, Cincinnati; Ed CrosseMiss Nora Tolbert went to Benton
-H. G. Thompson and Lea Bry- and fills the order
land, Mayfield; L. E. Harris, Tiptoeat appointed
cery
house corner Sixteenth and
GIRL
from
18
A
to
24)
can
find
a
this morning to visit.
ant "bagged" 85 quail near Kevil time. Palmer Transfer Co.
ville, Tenn.; W. E. Rogers, Little
German.
good
124Th
home
at
Jackson
street. Tennessee streets, with dwelling up Rock. Ark.; J. Blumenthal,
Mr. W. S. Stone, tor Benton, reyesterday.
Philadel-A heavy Iron coupler tell on
LIPTHERAN--This Rev. A. C. 11- Reference, wanted.
stairs. First clash grocery stand. Ap- phia; E. L. Crawford. New York; 1'.
-Something new under the sun George Sharpe, colored, this morning turned home this morning.
ten, pastor. Morning services in the
Mt-isies. Old ply or write to Jake Biederman Gmo B. Powell, Vienna, Hi ; J. E. Terry.
Messrs. M. P. and G. H. Malloy, German language. Evening services ---NICKORY-irC-10D---1Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R. at the I. C. shows and crushed the
442, New 698. Delivered promptly. 7ery Co.
Chicago; L. L. Castwood, Louisville:
D. Clements & Co.
returned home this in English.
great toe of his left foot and broke of ildelyvtile
J. B. Howell, St. Louis.
-Tho Paducah High school foot- the toe nest to it. He Is in the I. C. mornin .
EVANGELICAL-The Rev. Wil- B. E. Bell & Son.
FOR SALE OR TRADE -Grocers
Belvedere-C. J Enter. Columbus,
Mr. L. P. Holland, of the Ayer & liam Bourquin, pastor. No preachball team did not get away yester- hospital.
WA-le -D-L-Fureished rooms for Jenne business of $3,00:11 monthly,
Ga.: C. L. Torbett. Columbus, 04.:
day afternoon to Hopktnaville on
-Why not wear Rubbers when Lord Tie company, went to hammer, ing, as the pastor is at Round Knob, light housekeeping. Address Wolff's :lean
stock. Good brick house will W. F. Davis. Nashville; John
Har:OY,
account of the failure of the tickets they afford such great protection, at this morning.
Ill., participating in the mission fes- Jewelry store.
be rented to purchaser. Will trade Detroit; Mrs. F. Watkins Knttawa:'
Miss Althea Pentecost, of Mem- tival. Sunday school at usual hour.
to arrive, but left at 1:40 o'clock such small cost. We have them for
Address R. K. Haynes, Owensboro; R. W.
FOR SALE-Braid new 5-room for farm or city property.
this morning. The team will
play every member of the family, cheap. phis, Tenn., his returned home after
Berry, St. Louis; M. Gordos Chicago.
house with water ,In kitchen, on easy Z. cars Sun.
visiting Mrs. T. Miller Stinson, of
Preebyt;rian.
the Hopkinsville High school eleven Hedy. Phillips & Co.
AT ONCE-- Several .)ounig turn to
FIRST- The Rev, W. E. Cave, payments. See L. D. Saunders, 318
at that city this afternoon.
-Ton Kelley, calmed. MorwilaY Clark street.
Aesthetic Caruso Absent.
Mrs. R. R. Winston, who was call- pastor. rano- wervtew
-Dr. J. V. Nrisrii:'
'
prepare for coming Kesaucio visualSouth Math street. Phone 716.
deatei. 200 will answer to the charge of setting
New York, Nov 17 ---,Signor CarKENTPCKY AVENUE-The Rev.
railway
up a game. It is alleg.d, It was his ed to Dresden. Tenn, by the !limeys
isations
mail
for
clerks.
PerFraternity building.
WIDOW,with large income bearing
uso, the world's greatest tenor. was
of her mother, will return this even- J. C Henry, of Nashville, and the
, ----Born to Mr and
Mrs. Julius game in which Levi Trice got shot
est•te, wishes to marry a capable manent position. Good salaries. De- arrested for indecent conduct
bat
tomorrow.
ing
or
McDonald,
theoDonald
of
the
Rev
this morning.
served
promotions.
appointMany
Butz, of South Third streets. son
Mr Will Woodworth left this logical institution at Danville. will man, willing to manage it. Box 405, ments. No experience necessary, 288 did not appear in court when his calls
-City subscribers to the Daily
-It is now Um* to plant fall
St. Joseph, Michigan,
was called. Mrs. Graham, the commorning for Anna, Ill., to visit rela- preach tomorrow
Rapids,
Inter-state
Bldg
Cedar
bulbs- for spring bloomicg. We have Sun who wish the' delivery of their
plainant, also failed to appear.
FOR RENT-itooms with or 'al.
tives.
Iowa.
all kinds. C. L. Bronson & Co, 529 papers stopped must notify our colout bath, 126 South 4th street, also
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Wolff are the
Christian Science,
WANTED. ieCrRT--U. S. ARMY lectors or make their requests diBroadway.
Virtue, like gold, is generally Wparents of a boy baby Urn at RivServices Sunday at 10 a. m , sub- furnished rooms. Apply 304 Norlb
Able-bodied unmarried men betweea I:kit in common clay.
--The joint sewerage committee rect to The Sun office. No attention erside hospital last night. Mrs.
Sixth
street.
Old
phone
1114.
Wolff teen; "Soul and Body." Wednesday,
met at the city hall yesterday after- will be paid to such orders when and child are doing
WANTED-To buy farm land. H. sires of 21 and 35; citizens of United
Sunday school 9:20 a.
7i341 p. in
splendidly.
noon and directed City Engineer L. given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Mrs. .1 R. Martin will arrive to- m. Hall 527 Broadway.
C. Hollins Real &Mate and General States, of good character and temA. Washington to write Engineer
-A. S. Nichols, a ear repairer, night from Greenville, Ky., to visit
Insurance. Trueheart building. Tel- perate habits, who can speak, read
John W. Advord. of Chicago, to come while working in the I. C. yards, Mrs. Pat O'Brien on Jefferson street.
and write English. For Information
Meant Notes.
ephone 127.
to Paducah to attend a conference of slipped and fell, spraining hi• left
The many friends in this city of
Mr. C. K. Wheeler and Mr. William
apply to Recruiting Office, New RichPOI RENT1.-Third floor
the oommittee regarding sewer dis- ankle. He is in the]. C. hospital.
Marble have gone to Louisville on Bishop John J. Tigert, of the M. E.
mond House, Paducah, Ky,
over It. W. Walker & Co. drug store.
trict No. 3.
-We've Rubber Boots for boys. legal business.
Church South, one of the Youstrest
TO LADIES ONLY- Mrs. J. B.
Fifth
April
Broadway,
and
21x114 feet. D.
Class
-The Sun office Ts prepared to misses or children. $1.26, $1.50,
Mr. M. C. Nelson, of Eddr•ille, is and brainset of its bishops, a native
Kitchen of St. Louis, is now in this
73%
74
furnish the very latest things In en- $1.75 to $2.25. Rudy, Phillips & Co. in the City today on business.
Kentuckian, will be glad of the news A. Yelser.
78%
Ma) ..
79%
graved or printed calling cards and
in this latest telegram:
FOR- RENT-Seven room house, city givieg vibration and hand masTulsa. I. T., Nov. 17.-Bishop corner Fourth and Washington. All sage. Face, bust and scalp. All blem- Cotter-JAP tQUADRON COMING.
HEARST BEGGED CROKER
invitations of any sort, and is makDee. ..
42%
42%
removed. Now is an opportuniJohn J. Tigert, of Louisville, who is modera improvements
ing special prices now.
Appky
to ishes
43%
May
43%
ill here wtth tonsilitits Is still eonty to •Irit a professional artist in her
-An unsuccessful attempt Ms Will Visit 'Fresco. Round the Horn To Enter Polities Before He Started
Mrs.
J.
P.
Phone
Thompson
2130.
fined to his roam His condition now
and See New York.
His Campaign,
line. Craig Annex. Sixth and Monroe. Oats-been made by wife and friends of
FOR YOUR STOVES c,eaned, polis not considered critical.
34%
34%
Old phone 144.
Will Greek to secure his freedomele
ished and repaired
Brock Hatch,
Pork
San
Francisco,
Mov.
17.-A
JapeDublin,
Ireland,
Nov.
17.---Richard
is serving time in jail for sellingr#3
FOR SALE--One Lane & Bodiey
The ladies of the Broadway Meth- 802 Washington street. New Phone
.14.40 14.3!
Jan.
toxicants at Wallace park witput a ifell* - squadron will vhdt the United Croker, former Tammany leader, In
circular saw Mill with all parts and Coors-are arranging to have a 1160.
license. Greek was Siren ond Moro Stoles early next year. This word S long interview with your correie odist church
Christmas bazaar, December 17, 18,
.10.25 10.29
Dec.
FOR RENT-leoom with bath at appurtenances complete; one Erie
chance fter his first conviction, and was received by the Japanese consul pondent today mid that the defeat of
19.
Hearst
was
for
governor
York
of
New
here
from
the
.10.26 10.28
consul
Hongeneral
Jan.
at
009
1-2 Broadway. Suitable for one city tire box boiler, GO horse power:
repeated
when he
the offense the toThe Woman's- Home Mission socijudgment from heaven, owing to
Mar.
10.37 10.41
tal fines assessed first and lam were oltelt. Plans for the visit of the fleet a
or two gentlemen - Apply Walker's one Erk city slide vale* engine. 45are completed and the appropriation his "scurrilous charges and ungentle- ety of the Trimble Street Methodist
shaft- Stocks-belting,
with
all
power,
horse
enforced.
drug
store,
Fifth
and Broadway.
manly conduct in the campaign. villi- church will meet Monday afternoon
1.74%
1.74
I. C.
ing, boilers, etc. Will be sold cheap.
-Score cards for the game Five made. After visiting San Francisco
ONE nicely furnished room
tor
the fleet will sail southward about fying everyone who did not honor his at 3 o'clock at the residence of Mrs.
1.45 IF 1.4r.v.
L. & N.
Address J. H. Baird, trustee, NashHundred for sale at The Son office
I
do
experience
E. C. Adams, 1019 Harrison street. rent with all modern conveoleacee.
America and then up the Atlantic opinion. In all my
1.86% 1.59'4
U. P. ,
ville. Tenn.
at 26e.
not remdieber a easupaign which sunk
The Mite society of tthe Evangeli- Gentlemen
preferred.
Inquire at
coast GS New York.
1.49% 1.48%
Rdg.
-Dr. A. D. Purdy, who was shot
to such Billingsgate."Croker declared cal church will meet Thursday after- No, 713 Kentucky avenue.
WANTED--You to call, write or
1.83% 1.82%
SS P.
several weeks ago in the head by
Hears first visited him at WIntage noon with Mrs. Harry Meyers. Third
phone for Catalogue of Draughon's
94%
MTANDARD OIL STOCK DI LINES
94%
Mo. P
your
clothes
FaultBEND
to
the
Marshal- William MeCullorn. at Mutand implored him to re-enter poli- street and Broadway.
1.40% 1.40%
Penn,
less Pressing club. 3,02 14 Broadway. Practical Business College, 314 1-2
tawa, is nearly well. and able to be
tics,
At the McCracken county Sunday Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both Broadway. Paducah. A. M. 'Rouse,
1.13% 1.14
St. Lovas Suit and Ohio Indictmenta
Cop.
school convention at the Broadway phones 1507
Bring Drop of 23 Points,
1.57% 1.57%
will
1755.
It
Manager.
phohe
Old
-Five hundred score cards for
I. C.'S ASSESSMENT.
Methodist church next Tuesday and
76%
76%
Lead
sLE-8i
- --.1estry serum, S sew convince You that Draughon gives the
Wednesday, four Sunday school spec- - FOR New York, Nov. I.7.-After open53%
53%
C. F. I
houses
addition
in
Norttiview
neat
instruction.
That
course
of
best
every
phase
of
with
District,
deal
ialists
will
Sewer
Highest
in
ing up several points at 5,68 today Will Be
1.05% 1.05%
U. S. P
Greer.
12th
street
D.
air
Um
W.
work.
positions
school
or
reDraughon secures
the modern Sunday
No. IL
Standard Gil stock broke 23 points to
48%
48%
U. S.
Samples; of all the latest helps - and 627 Broadway.
funds money. Night and day ses546. a new low record for several
difand
display
on
appliances
be
will
obdefinite
are
While
IA
figures
no
US
Fifth
1C
ROOM
on
South
11-0
sions.
years. Sales were fairly heavy, beLocal Markets.
ing about ISO shares All transac- tainable now, it is estimated that the ficult problems of the work will be street for sale, $2,000 Inquire of H.
Dressed Chickens-- 20c to 40e.
how
of
Questions
discussed.
freely
tions in thie stock are fractional, and Illinois Central railroad will be asC. Hollins, 'phone 127, Real Estate
Must Pay Taxes.
Eggs--25c dot..
it is shine years since as many as 100 sessed the largest indjsridual amount to interest the parents, how to secure and General Insurance, Trueheart
County Clerk Hiram Smedley and
secure
Butter-20c M.
how
to
teachers,
shares were sold in a single lot.
in the coat of The sewer a in district, competent
Building.
his deputies are working on' "tax
Sweet Potatoes-seer bu. 60e.
pupils to atget
to
how
study.
home
agent
Donovan,
for
No. 2. Mr. J. T.
9 ROOM HOUSE on north side, warrants." a form provided for by
services, and many
Hams --13c lb.
preaching
Country
tend
A pessimist is an idealist whose the Illinois Central here, estimated
the late tax law. Delinquent tax
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60e.
others will be fully answered. The good neighborhood, every convenitaxes,
as
off-hand that 0- cost to the road
pay
dreams are all nightmares.
have
to
will
now
payers
'phone
Green Sausage-Sc lb.
Sunday school work is making such ence. $4.000. H. C. Hollins,
their property can be levied on as if
would be $8,000 but In a similar
Sausage-10c M.
great progress that we need to learn 127, Real Estate and General Insurprovides
law
The
execution.
new
Engineer
City
estimate
by
off-hand
from those who make it their life ance, Trueheart Buildieg.
lArd-12c lb.
Country
delinhis
turning
over
for the-sheriff
Washington, says It will be a figure
work.
MORGAN, bla-Ciamith, 408
Tomatoes.-!Sc
November 15. The clerk
quent
list
between $8,090 and $17,000. The
the
This in a great opportunity for
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior issues the warrants, and the sheriff
Peaches-40c basket,
large cost to the railroad is due to Sunday school people of Padncah and
Are guaranteed to stand the
guaranteed. Exclusive agent levies on the property.
Beane--25c gallon,
manner of assessing the cost McCracken county to hear and learn work
the
Lest of time. They are soft
Butterbeana--10c. quart.
tires,
side
the
wire
stone
for
flora
against property owners, which is by from the leading Sunday school
Celery-60e dozen.
and pliable and strong and
the superficial square foot. The rail- wOrkers of our state. Every Sunday best rubber tires made.
Grapes-2'.)s' basket.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL-Mason
have no seams to come unYou are hereby respectfully noti- road owns extensively in the sewer school should be represented by ten
Parsnips-$1.00 bu.
shops
district
from
and
the
aside
concrete
specialty.
ry
work
and
a
imperilsdelegates appointed by the
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
glued Quality and durability
fied that the last half of your city
Green Tomatoes-60c basket
yards.
Fourth: Phone 490
South
Office
126
tendent.
Veterinary
Alfortville
Graduate
of
considered, our rubbeP goods
Turnips--Three for 10c.
tax bill is now due. This friendly reBOCRQUIN. Pres.
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at- school Paris. France; also Ontario
Vv'llf.
ItOiX,41EVELT l'RALSED.
Lettuce-10c.
are the cheapest in town. We
tention to all estimates.
minder is to guard you against forVeterinary school and Detroit Denhave the biggest line.
Rank !Statement.
getfulnes and may save you a 10 Banghters of Clonfeleracy Thank Him
STOCK PASTURII-Open at II per tal college. Charter member of the
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKirf.
$3.885,000 head for cows and hoeses.
Reserve, Inc.
first- Ohio Medical Veterinary Association.
Memorials
,
to
Soldiers.
for
Wheat•-•68c his
penalty.
per cent
3,399,000 class food. Farm opposite MetropGulfport, Miss., Nov. 17.- The Leas U. S. Inc. e
Will treat scientifically with the
Corc-50c ho.
You are cordially Isvited sto the United Dauelsters of the Confederacy Loans, Dec
6.100.000 olis, 64 milers from city., See A. J.
latest instruments and up-to-date
New Corn-3&c bu.
2.103,000 Atchison or man on farm.
city treasurer's office at your earli- today adopted a resolution thanking Special, Inc.
Hay-From jobbers to retail deal treatment all diseases of the do
714,300
est convenience, that you may avoid President Roosevelt for the part he begals. ins
LOST- Pair diamond ear rings, masticated animals.
era--Strict grades. Choice Tim,
4,254,000
played in the passage of the act pro- Dep., Dec.
Iseoro.rated
small diamonds. Suitable reward wil'
Calls promtply attended to day or $18; No. 1 Tim,, $17.60, No. 2 Tim
the crowd and delay of the last day. viding for the marking of the graves Ctrs, Inc
812,800
DRUGGISTS
be paid if returned to this office, or night.
$17. Fancy northern clover $17
of Confederates who died in the north
Very truly yours,
Wilma III
my residence, 319 Monroe street.
insist Velem
Another
Office with Thompaon's Transfer From country wagons at public qualresolution
ern prisons
ver ap
The beauty of anylife Is
JOHN J. DORIAN.
Night Bell at Side Dow.
commends the institutions of chap- predated non' Time has crystallised Frances Murray.
ity medium to very poor, 28 to $17
._
Co. Both Phones 387.
- GUi .Ttoesssr.,.
attis of the order in tbe-iser1br--ler 9Us-4w walla*" Minitgres.
Rellidttnee, old phone- 'Ma-.
lyrigirtmet
PRIOSICHattimor.i -Oyeueris- received'

Broadway
317

9i

To Entertain for Vktiltorw.
Mrs. Charles E. Richardson, of
West Broadway, will entertain at
cards on Saturday afternoon in honor of Mrs. Maurire B. Nash, Jr., and
Mrs. William Oregon Bonnie, of
Louisville.

Ir
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MEMORY IS MONEY
TO THE TAX PAYER

Dr. Geo. Masgana

R. W.WALKER CO.
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POLICE AND NEGRO POLITICS TO BE
• ENGAGE IN A.DUEL ONLY SIDE ISSUE

a .1. 7 • ,41.

U. G. GULLE T & C

Van Bankiread %winded By Vice-President Duncan AnPatrolman Hurley
nounces His Position.

ilrect-teror weed

,
"
11 •
-•".40111111±1WawaroormIal'4
•,

Bullet Strikes Him in Back of Neck Says Original Object of• Federation
ot
and Ranges 1 pis ard--1.
Labor Was Pet
Deli of
Noe Serious*.

SHOOTING 0%101

HALF' DOLLAR WOULD ClIFATE A

•

COMMISSION
liMaisnise"

Van
Bankhead, colored,
wellMinneapolis. Minn., Noy. 17. —
known in polite circles, has a pain- Shortly after meetiug today
the Amfill scalp wound, the result of the at- erican Federation of Labor
conventack of Patrolman Aaron
Huriev Hos readied Reel into a committee
this morning at 11 o'clock near Slew- of the whole to Mus'
such subjects
arith and Caldwell streets. Hio es- as might properly come
before the
cape [flier death was narrow, as was convention. It was evident
that the
ttle patrolman's who shot at the one majority of the delegates who
took
gro In seif-defelese. Hurley was try- part in the discussion
planned to way
lag to catch the fleeing negro when something about the political
future
lionkbead turned aid !red once. and the future political activity
of
Tile bullet missed and Hurley then the federation.
took • shot, bringing his negro to
James Duncan, flrst vice- presithe ground.
dent, announced that he was preparPatrolman Harley was investigat- ed to take the stand that the
original
hag a pistol ,hot in the vicinity of purpose of the feleration. the adEleventh and Caldwell streets. -Hsrivancenient of trades unionism, was
met Contractor Lum Cuieman anditha first 'suite) of the federation
.and
Val P. Barrick, a conductor on the must remain so. and that
politics
Illinois Centre:, near tr..t corner and shallbe a side issue. He
announced
Was asking them aboa
the shotithat be was prepared to Lake issue
While they were talking a crowd of withthose who hope to see the Ire
negroes came up. One had a bloody tura poiitical actively of the federaface lie escaped around the eortier.itkts Its mien feature. Other
deleThe patrolman
began
questioning gates expreeied different opiniou&.
the others and Biankhead
steppedl Delegate Brown asserted that the
forward to act as spokesman. Hur- results of recent activity had beer
Icy arrested him, having informatioe l that labor had succeeded in electile:
front others in the party that Sank-lite enemies and defeating its frieudbead knew
something ahtint theTile declared that this defeat.of the
shot,
I purpose of the recent political move!
Bankhead tried to draw his gun, was due to failure to proper:y organ bit It caught is his trossen. pocket. Ise. sad that lucastie of the failure.
He then ran. Hurley after him. It. attacks had been made on President!
the chase- the negro fired once and.Gonipers, where as be was not perHurley returned the fire.' The bri:let zonally responsible.
as
Mr. Brown has a 'resolution • before •
Pirr'.4 AI mikerd.4 Meek, took
upiverd course and lodged under his the eonyentien calling for the creai ,
scalp.
Ing of an aux!liary political organi-'
At the city hall the negro refused zatton to carry on all Political workl
to permit City Physician Baits (Ol t°, the end that the efforts of labor,
cut out the bullet. The wound Is got in politics may result in the election;
serious,
of friends of labor and the defeat of
An examination
of
Bankhead's its enemies. The assignment of this
pistol was made at the hall. Thereiresohnion to its proper committee
were two empty
cartridges.
Onelwas dismissed and finally the conshot was fired at the patrolman, and vention was adjourned to allow
all
it is thought the, other chamber waslcommitteen time for
business and
dtscharged at the bloody negro whot hearing 'if all who wish to be heard.
.
rimed
Tuna Julies, smother negro in the
party, was arrested with Bankneed
as • witues..
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Watch for Our Opening Next Week
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The Opening of a
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NEW CLOTHINfi 'STORE
-.Y.— -4-
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Is always an interesting event to men, for it
meanskwider choice, lower prices and competino' n. Our business will be conducted on 'such
lines that we believe our opening, which will occur some day next week, will be doubly interesting, for our policy will be to sell

Better Valuesfor Less Money
•

We have selected only such lines of Clothing, Furnishings and Shoes as will appeal to the
man who wants high grade, dependable clothing
at a moderate price, and we believe that Paducah
will liberally support such a store.
Our equipment is the most modern money
could buy, and embraces one especially attractive
feature—every garment kept in a cabinet, protected from dust and pressed ready to wear.
The services of Mr. R. A.(Bert) Gilbert
have been secured a and he extends to all his
friends a cordial invitation to call and see him.
For the past ten years Mr. Gilbert has been connected with some of- Paducah's best business
houses.

$haft fur Fifty Centre
In a dispute over the possession of
SO cents in a crap game Levi Trice,
River Stases.
colored waa shot Is an alley
be: Cairo
12i0 0.44 it'd
tween Ninth and Teeth, Clark sad Chattanooga
4.4
41.3 rise
Wahinginot streets, by 011ie Catlett, Cincinnati
8,3 0.1 rise
(plotted, between 1 and 2 o'clock this Evansville
6.4) .0.2 tad
morning. Catlett claimed that Trice
robbed him of be sesta. He became Johnsonville--Missing.
enraged and pulling his pistol begun Louisville
3.4 0.2 fall
tiring, two shots taking effect. The Mt. Carmel
1.0 0.44 to
tiring was heard by Patrolman Er- Nashville
8.2 11.2 rise
lieu. Phil and Dick Wood who soon Pittsburg
5.3 0.8 rise
Davis Leland Dam—Misalag.
had both
pewees
under
arr..
Trice'. Injuries were dressed at the St. Louis
4.8 0.1 rise
city hail by City Physician Bass and Mt. Vernon
6.4 0.1 fall
he was permitted to go home. Cat- Paducah
i.Z 0.1 fall
lett was locked up on the charge of
malicious shooting with intent
to
Wind was the most jnteresting
kill.
thing around the wharf last night
and today. Boats up and down the
rivers were delayed from having
The best treattnect for indlgesti
to
and troubles of the stomach is to tit up. The river fell .1 in the last
.24:
hours,
the
stage
this morning berest the stomach. It can be rested
ing
with a rainfall of 1.20 inches
by a good digestant. Kodel puts the
up to 7 o'clock this morning, and bestomach in shape to satiefactorili
ing general, a rise now is looked for
perform its functions. Good for laIn the rivers, or at least a halt in
dtgestion, sour stomach, flatulence their downward
trend. Business at
palpitation of the heart and dyspep- the wharfboat was quiet
today.
sia
Kodol Is made in strict, coiOwing to the high wind, the Dick
fornalty with the National Pure Food Fowler eould not take on coal last
night and was delayed a little over
sad Drug Law. Sold by Lang Bros
leaving time this morning, on the
The riches of the soul depend not trip to Cairo. Business was fair in
freight and good in passengers for
OR what we save but what we sow.
the Dick Fowler.
The Charles Turnee succeeded in
DeWitt's Kidney ass Bladder Pills getting off
Owen's Island tam, night
act on both kidneys, and liver, anti filld this morning started to
Joppa.
a result afford the quickest relief The wind was strong and several
from excess of uric acid. Sold by river men Hu:night It was a dangerous
Incor
t•d
'tr14,1. to undertake.
Lang Bros.
The Dick Fowler did not arrive
Men are willing tr, confess the untll I o'clock last night from having gotten caught cm a sunken barge
_312 BROADWAY
things they can't Ile out of.
at Flitlmon's landfng. It was three
•
hours hero:.' the Dick /rowdier got off,
sKennedy's
Laxative (containing) hitt
no damage was done to the fliP*110Honey and Tar moves the bowels. er
Contains no opiates. Conforms ty
The John Hopklas came is ‘from
Pure Food and Drug Law. Soli by Staneville at I o'clock last night and
iett this morning on the return trip.
Lang Bros.
The Joe Fowler will arrive tonight
Everything that Is helpful to hu- and lie over till Moadity.
Another shaft was added to the
manity is to that extent only holy.
geOw
list eseterdav when the Castello one
of the Ayer-Lord tie boats broke its
shaft while towing a barge of coal. On the illy docks today.
The Fred Hartweg left for Cairo
The accident occurred near Owens
island. This year will be marked by today in tow by the John Moran.
more accidents to boats than arty teaism in many years.
Undertakers and Embalmers
Official r(*recallt•
Willidm Keishner, of St. Louis,
The Ohio from Evansville to Cairo,
AMBULANCE, FOR SilK OR INJURED
Fall and Winter is the
has taken a position as third mate on very little change during the next 24
the feentnety.
'tG hours, with generally a falling
Pipe season. We have
Open Day and Night.
The gasoline towboat Arthur ar- te ency.
prepared for your every
Phnne 3.34.
Old Plicurve,(199
rived from Elizabethtown yesterdar
The Tennessee, from Florence to amen&
\
want in this line.
Capt. A. J. Powtel is in the city on below Johneonville,
will riseslightly
busluess,
during the next 24 hours.
OUR LINE OF PIPES
The Bob Dudley will arrive from
The
Miseissippi from below at.
Nashville Sunday night and wait over lAttlia to Cairo, no
lioth in Meerschaum and
material change. rioris
till Monday at noon before starting
They overcome Weo.
riar includes all that is
4
for Clarksville. It Is poesible that
Good
for
everything
a
salve
I.
Is used
turivest and beet. 5e to $30
alb
the Dudley may skip the Clarksville
ci end
"pail
I for. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve,
trip regularly.
of menstruation.
VEIVII
So girls t'
The Saitillo will arrtve from st Get DeV(Ites. Bold by Lang Bros.
wonsaubood,
Vat organs and betty. IN
known ressedriforireruhtheen. Cannot do
Louis *Rh the excursion party
ar—lif
to
eetnes
be
222 Una ad w•• my
a
pleasure.
1.00t
HOY BY
.441 4
Shiloh Park 'Monday.
Taking pains of others is often a
by
eirmartits
't
;tie/hal
A
j,
news
.-Illt
e,
r
I
o
(al
TO Kit Canon was sot taken out path to peace for ourselves.
501
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A LIST AND
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U. 6. Gullett & Co.
(lothing, furnishings and Shoes for Men and Boys

Pipe Time
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Foreman Bros
.
_IncorporatedNovelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SIUPPLIES
house wiring, electric plants installed.
1_,C
c,O
utli
rch
plefii
ie
t.machine shop.
122-124 N.

Pito non

7;57

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN-TEN CENTS A
WEER
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RAILROADS WILL WASHINGTON VIEW HUNDRED MILLION THEATRICAL NOTES
SPECIAL SESSION
With Edged
WILL BE CONVENED INCREASE WAGES OF JAP QUESTION FOR OUR LUXURIES
Tools

WHAT IS
URIC ACID?

I('ontinued From Page Eight.)

By HENRY SET

MERRIMAN

- ires sown.- - maws teem-IN.ass imissies imere." na

Ailhar

Friend ot Governor Heekhant 'Melon" Will Aggregate $141,- (P entitle Attend White School Amount speat Abroad lity ?be
I lilted States.
Above Sixth tirade.
k
0041,114H1.nrivally
Staten This Positively

oopyright. Isaa by Harps+•brothers

Tiiuiiiieiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit

cente each. Most actors bring their
own, but if they dal they get the
5 centers. It is seine times a test and
a great one of awing when an actor
can smoke one of the property man's
choicest repos and utter epigrams at
the some time.

Rverione ca n understand that conetipation. If allowed to run on, would
finally. so poison the body that death
woold result, yet few people realize
that constipation is not of the bowels alone. The kidneys even more

frequently become "constipated"
,
There Was a Bead edletice. Miltioret Take !mutt-sills. Poltee Owl of the Over Melba Enspliryite Milli shire in Frisen Only ('sty Thar sews-eases lhallitallaisi sal Irrraitlials *OW
inactive. and the result is 'Nat .1
Following
Locos
sad
sails*.
With
Chyne glanced toward Guy °cell Mk lie
steasesdiass
Rare--seseule
aim
the Rime, Seiy• the I:bigwig,"
Heads of Cies ad Place it
lasiforrire Experseme.
could have saved her yet by a simple
large amount of intensely poisoeous
Her Rothe
llu'tut'tiin State.
Mt Itanford•s exper:eme has exwithin
De. Hail he been an impoesitify magaccumulates
waste matter
tended from farce to tragedy, and
nanimous man, witeh as one meets in
the sistetn --even worse, it accumu,t leis been hie fortune to command
books only, he could have explained
the blood itself. This poisonthat the mistake was all his,'Mat she )LOY KEEP OPEN OE OVNDAYS litNO CONCERTED 3164)VIOINNT THE
THEATIS. A BIG RILL VOIR CHAOLPAGNI favor, whether his talents were pre-linIe6 In
HURLING.VNIE
matter is called --uric
waste
ctus
a
of
.
goi.o
Was quite rtght. that his own vanity
sented .0 the debonaaire
bad blinded hint into a great ad unof add.
Benedick. the boisterous jollity
warranted protium lotion.
nut, unWood overloaded with this dead
1
100a Petruckto the malevolence of a
Over
17.-Nov.
Washington,
finanately, hrowas only a human be17.----For
sevNov.
Washingtoo.
Chicago. Nov. 17.--- The Recordad I- -isthe mar of
s
matter --mlc
Louleville, Nov. IL—That the
present!
Ric
III, or, as iu his
fog, a 111:111 who was ready to give as legislature
eral years the authorities of San Fran million dollars was sent out of the Bit-hard
of Kentucky will -ere as- Herald today says:
all summer Mimeses. It is the case
Poll a messureets he exaered. The unThe railroads of the entire coun- deco hate compelled Chineee chil- lOsited States in the Seca: year 1106 tour, the tuagnetic brilliance of a t of suffering from the heat, it causer
sembled in extraordinary eessioa not
fortunate mertate to which be chow
'leer than January 15, I907,was pow try stand ready to accept the stand- dren to attend epeeist schools, sep- In the purchase of luxuries. This to- t Marc Antony. Or-visionally air. Han- sunstroke, byedierasing the system,
was that the same Neese of Moder. the
arating them from American chitties
which
l ford yields to the custom
Fever. Uric
some eode of hear. must serve for men Rively predicted this morning by one gra of wages set by the Peunsylva- up, to the sixth grade, so that the tsb of la million dollars includes
It brings on Typhoid
and women alike. he Milliceut Chyme of the closest friends and political nia and to grant their employes an question now raised by the Japanese oyes 40 ekeliese ,teease eetee es i makes Biutus the sitar part in Ju- avid is the poison
all impure
In
looked In vain for that Indulgence advisers of Governor Beckham. who increase of 10 per centein lieu of all le not a new one. San Frani:taco. ti:anionds at:d other precious atone-a: lius Ceasar, but he confesses to a
blood, and FO it the direct cause of
ether
toPassing
Is
"melon"
The
which
demands.
through
Lontsville
whieh is so lueonsistently offered to
however, is the only Place where this about a million dollen,' worth of 1 seutiniental interest la the Jule of all blood diseasei and
all female
tthe railroads are willing to cut and
women. merely because they are wo- day.
Is dune. Across the bay, is Oakland, laces, edging., embroideries+. and Marc Antony, for the excellent roe- weakneweis and woinea's diseasee
"What will the go4eruor ask the to distribute among more than l e a
men, tiw indulgence which le somestale
a
in
here there is a large Chinese pop- ribbons: about
7
million dollars' son that it lifted hint
LIFE Pi.' NT vereue (lilt' ACID
times given and sometime,' withheld. legislature to do?“ was asked by the l 296,000 employes would
aggregate
ulation. and at other cities Chinese
night from the supporting ranks of
according to the softness of the mascu- Evening Post reporter.
between $81,000 001) and $82.000,- children are admitted to every pub- worth of feathers, natural aid artiUPI P'.'.NT is a simple solvent
prominence
line heart and the beauty of the sup"That Is a diddlIt thing to ass- 000 annually. This sum the roads lic or private school where they ap- ficial; over 6 mil:len dollars' worth the Booth-Barrett into a
the
of uric acid. yr it embodies
pliant ferninlue form. Guy Oseard wen wer, and I am sure that it is being are ready to give the large army of
of champagne. and the remainder of stellar significance. Besides, it Is
world's
of the
skill and wisdom
restriction or distinction.
without
ply
quite are of his own impreeisions. given the most serious consideration employes, provided the latter will
his claim that the company now pre'*tady of
and this custom prevails up to the miscelaneous article buck as pergreatest wientiets in their
This girl had allowed him to begin by the governor. One plan
one of *ucb exis to pose cept it and cease for the time being University of CoRfortria, which is a fumeries and toilet articles, smokers' sating the play
disease. Lirili PLANT arts through
toying her, hail encouraged him to go
an act creating a country constabo-tany further demands for increase in State institution, but nevertheless at-tides and opium for smoking. If ceptional merit as to permit various
on, had led him to believe that his love
blood - -cleans it, drives out the
lary for Jefferson county, controlled all branches of the railway service. not only admits them. but offers in- to this Is added the value of tobac- members to exchange their roles the
was returned. And In his simple *enders
acid—and
uric
Impurity—
nave al- ducements to Chinese students to
Si-trance of the world he did not/OPP why by four men, two Democrats and twol Several railway magnates
co. cigars and cigarettes imported, from time to time -without danger
the human system Immune to heat
matter
the
in
and
action
Republicans.
he
taken
ready
i
In
aet
this
number
of
large
a
passage
are
There
come.
these matters should be locked up in
the total will reach 123 Million do!- of deterioration in the general perand sumer dtriesios.
t
Louisville have decided to grant the increase the various classes and the number
the
his own breast front a mistaken sense w1:1 do away with
lars This grand total of 125 mil- to: niance,
ailboard
arranged
yearl).
be
safety
can
of
increase.
and
matter
LIFE PLANT Is a uccessiti. duo
with the metro- If the
is
ef itivalry to be accorded where no
lion dollars. Including tobacco end
politan police force. The governor eably with their employes.
Sixth Grade.
chivalry was due.
and summer diseases.
Good Imitators Are (Sued Actors.
Above the sixth grade Chinese pu- cigars In this class, is more than
The magnitude of the conceirsion
"No." be answered. "There is nothing wel not. to ant- event, ash the leg's'
natural tonic, demanded by Nature
The gift of being able to imitate
Is pils are adnitted to the regular double the imports of similar artimore to be told."
lature to create a partisan
police to Alsor is understood when it
during Ill! heat id period. To every
Without looking towaret her, Jack board. He wants the Sunday law ea- stated (tat the increase will amount schools of San Francisco, but very cies a decade ago, the total for 1896. well knewn players has put money
borne, every wise mother, to every
Meredith made n few step toward forced, and he wants the the police to a dividend of nearly 1.4 per cent, few attend for various reasons. 'in for the emcees above earned, batting Into 'the pockets of many actors. Elfrom disease. LIFE l'I.ANT
sufferer
to
year
of
e,
the door-401441y. nett eonepreiertly. with taken permanently out of politics,
circumstances
first
the
the
llau
in all the capital stock of the entire
been 51 mIlints dollars, and in 1906, me Janis was able in one
is a constant uteieesito Don't suffer
that perfeet envier tains of the aerial
"Another plan suggested is the railroad systems of the country and the larger number of students com- 125 millions
expert that made him different from creation of a different kind of ii- to nearly 37 per cent, of the amount pel them to go to work. tsecondly,
'from the heat nor from dieease. Get
precious known actress to a suereseful state
other
Diamonds and
ether men. Millicent Chyme felt a mid- ceas, board, which can
a bottle of LIFE PI.ANT from your
cancel the of dividends declared and paid on many of them are eoolles, grown
idiosinImitate
to
the
ability
her
by
dur
den plebeian desire to scream. It WM
men, who attend the primary schools stoles show the largest
druggist nnd write for free copy Of
itcease of saloons which violate the that stock October I. 1905
all ho 'ware-este well bred. lie turned
value of crasies of such popular favorites as
way
There' ham been no concerted ac- to get a little knowledg, of English lag the decade. the total
Sunday law and hotels which violate
trooklea pointing the
andivaluable
Cohan
en his beet with a little halfetiyolealj
in their haloes*1 precious stones,, jewelry, and mai- SW liernard. George
the lair will . be Punished ittlit
liern apes the pert of the ratiroasta to ofp them along
health. Write today to
.1ritiod
bow,
abIs
than
longer,
remain
factorise or mete and Sliver Imported Marie Dressier, David %Vattern be-II°
question of wages has bees and do not
THE 1.11,E PL.ANT COMPANT
"I leave my name with you." be sake would any corner groggery. The dw Istit the
And in the, third
In many solutely necessary;
in 1896 having been $7.9.44,032.and. gan his stage career by giving.imitaeit is peoloiee that you will be put to tails will be worked out, however the subject of digression
r
r
other pupils at the *Chorale
the
place
been
held
Meetings which have
before the call is tuned.—
061 06 142.120.71S. Of this item of lions. 'Cecelia Lona made her repui1-9-9
SOM. ineoavenienere I can only reeret
smelly make Chloe-se scholars very.
the gentleman among the western presidents and
Going further,
jewelry dia.:Winn as an imitator, and in spite
that this—deneuement did not conic
uncomfortable by teasing and hazing precious stones and
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Next Week Will Be the Best Week of Our Great November Sale

Bargains Command
Cash
Your opportunity for money saving centers at Harbour's. People who depend
upon this store get the maximum of quality at the minimum of cost. We
are proving this to hundreds of new

Too bad if you're up
in "U" but have no

customers every week. We want to prove it to you next week. Join the ever-increasing army of intelligent people
who pin their faith to this store. We are now selling thousands of dollars' worth of
merchandise in each one of our big departments at less than a fair price.

money.

CASA IS ASISTOCRACY
HERE
Our cash buying and
cash selling methods.
with so 11111:41 Pt:miler
expense than Broadway attires is the foundation of our bargain
privet!.

STYLISH MILLINERY.
cloths and a wealth of choke in other
Fashionable Hats, stylish beauties, I fabrics all at special prices the comvalues decidedly out of the ordinary,: ing week.
on special sale the coming week. :
$1.50 Plaids at $1.00 a yard
$1.75 Plaids at $1 25 a yard
HOSIERY .eND UNDERWEAR.
Rich Broadcloths at 79c, Sec and.
Remarkable good values, the best
we can find to sell at reasonable'and 9.3e a yard worth from $1.00 to $1.25
popular prices. We believe that on a yard,
investigation and comparison iyou ANOTHER GREAT WEEK OF WOin buy here because of the extra ,
MEN'S COAT SELLING.
'plenty we give at each price.
A wide variety in prices dowe to
A GREAT SALE OF NEW FINE AT- $3.50 and up.
TRACTIVE DRESS 6(X)D14.
All $29 to $35 Coate, will be on
Fashionable plaids
rich
broad sale at $25 each.

We struck one manufacturer who
WOMENIABINVIGATS.
made us some Tan Melton Coats 45
Smart individual styles
with
a
Inches long at a special Price that en- made-to-order air at $18..50 down to
ables 'us to offer;
$8.50 each.
354 coats at $4.5'd each.
STYLISH WALKING SKIRTS.
40 Coats at $5.00 each.
An extraordinary aseartmeet of
25 Castor Kerseys at $6.50
blackie grays, blues, browns and
Very special and extraordinary fancy mixtures on special sale
this
Coat bargains will be on sale in 'seek at $300 each.
black's, mixtures, castor, etc., at $5.60
WOMEN'S TAILORED SUITS.

satisfy both taste and purse. Very $5.0e a pair.
exceptional values at $10, $12, $15,
Reliable shoes for women at $1
$18 and $2,0 each.
to $4.0.). a pair.
SHOF14.
SUIT DEPARTMENT.
One of the largest and best stocks
November bargain sale of
A
great
of shoes in the city.
Men's and Boys' Suits, Furniehings,
Men's, boys', women's, children's
etc.

and infants.
Every price means unusual money

We have prepared for outfitting
more men and boys than ever before.
be We are winning laurels, We are
now Teaming this not only from our own
$N.50, $10, $11. $12, $13, $15
Such variety of styles, of fabrics selling them.
investigation 'but from
those
who
and $1S each
and of prices. that you ean rertalnly
Reliable shoes for men at $1.50 to shop around and end by buying here

Harbour's Department Store

saving. Many of them cannot
rebought for the prices we are

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
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THEATRICAL POTES

SHEET MUSIC SALEIEXTRAORDINARY

ik" PHONES 548
'
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500 pieces Copyrigkt Music, sold for 2e,

at .......:_—.....
300 pieces Copyright Music, worth 25c,
at
500 pieces Popular and Classical Favorites,
• worth 25c, at
Folios of Music, with 10 to 25 pieces in each,

The Massive Scenic Production
AT THE
—
Tonight—"The Girl of the Street..."
slonday Nireta and lialence of Week
with Matinee% wednesday, Thuresley
and Satuotay—"Nlies Ruth tirey.'•
Loden. tree Monday night. I eual

Miss Gie)

Weaning.
given on wedeee-I G I R
day, Thursday and Saturday. A special matinee Thursday for ladies'Is
tnl)

Matinees will be

L

OF
THE

TREETS

2'c
10c

10c I Good Ru6156rs
Never Again at These Prices and Only Until Nov. 30
and
_ Rubber Goods
Are two entirely different propositions.11We keep good new stock
rubber and are prepared to handle them to the best advantage
0, E, WILSON, the Book and Music Man,
from our AIR TIGHT BINS to our customers. Our prices rre
at.

Nevi Balance flay Scores in leatoo.
CLEAN, PURE, MORAL
Boston. Mass., Nov. 17. The first
performance on any stage of "The
"Girl of the !Hereto,"
Rose of the iRancho," by David BelOne of the most succes-ful plays 1 assio and Rickard Walter
Tully, was
Each assortment contains both songs and instrumental
See Or suspension bridge, Harlem
on the road this M,a.son is "Girl of
given last night at the Majestic thee
numbers. Better "get in" on this offer.
the Streets," a melodrama which
riv
h
e
t
at
night,
New
II—
ter. s If tb• Bootee verstiet is Ito- be
comet to T
Kontucke.tontek47 It
lu
ated, The counterfeiter's deli.
egetaiiiii liberal portions of rattling accepted. Delmer° has again scored • t
great winter **tie, Sing Sing
good comedy and dramatic thrills. pronounced success.
The scene of tee play is laid in prison, "the Black Pool," the ab
It is built se of the material that ep,
(faction, etc.
peals to theater-goers who admire Spiintsh California at the time
the
should
simple virtues. The villain can al- American invasion. The plot deals
ways be relied upon to merit he with,Jam greet tragedy that endersee tbls play.
honest hatred of his audience, and Ales California histote --the taking
the (emir gentlemen have iron-bound of Spanish Inhabitants' homes
by
contracts with the audience that they
lend Jumping Americans. The "rose
be given an opportunity to furnish a
of the rancho" Is Juniata, youngest
laugh every thirty seconds._ "Girl of
10e, adults
the Streets" admits of novel scenic daughter of the famtly that owns a
effects one the company rresenting it large estate at sun Juan. near Mon- 25e. Night.___...._2:x., %5c, '50c
has a well established reputation for terey. Through pride and indolence
Seats on smile Friday ii a. m,
effective work. Numerous specialties the family has neglected to make its
will be given. This is a play every property secure by filing an entry
far behind "Secret Service," "Sherwean should see
' with the American land agent. Kinlock Holmet." and the Miles pla,,
.aid, a notorious land jumper, ham
that Gillette wrote. Gillette smoked
brought his outfit to take the whole
MISS RUTH GREY
a cigar with kreat effect as the spy.
eat lee
Thorne, In "Secret Service," and evPredicted %Vendetta' for Ihk heiner
Just prior to his at rival on the
erybody knows how effectively be
Girl.
scene a government agent named
smoked in "Sherlock Holmes."
Kearney. who has been sent to Invest
It used to b.. so that no villain
It all came about in the strangest igate the
land disputes, meets Juniata
was. while Miss Grey was playingatt
was complete without hts cigarette.
and falls in love with her. In order
the Lyceum theater in Rochester, N.
II" Campbell Bulldtrik.
patent leather
to save her property he sends a young The cigarette, the
Y.. last month. Miss Nellie Peters./
shoes, and the hair grayed above th.
,army
officer
to
father's
her
file
olaim
a society leader of that city, in comtemples irevItably marked the man
pany with several young lady friends, and then Dries Kincaid in the hope
who did wrong things. Tnese symattended one of the performances of keeping 'him from taking possesbols still hold in the cruder drama.
sion until the property is safe.
given by Miss Grey.
—
Just for a lark Miss Peters wrote
The natural conclusion follows In In the more polite environs of the
usually is addicted to the attenuated to and fro they smoke idly. To
look
and asked Miss Grey when and whoml the army officer arriving with a troop play, however, the hero now is peretnoke.
In the rural drama cigars at them one would think that they
she should marry, without really ex- of cavalry just in the nick
of time. mitted to indulge in cigarettes If he are
forbidden and only the vile vil- were enjoying
geeing an answer. She was greatly
the finest
tobacco
The titular role is assumed by Miss chooses and sometimes the villain is
lain smokes the still viler cigarette. grown. The cold, hard truth is that
surprised and amused when Miss
Frances Carr. She scored a success. not a victim of the habit at all. BeGrey told her that she would he marThe good men in the play are ad- they are smoking cigars furnishried In Syracuse, N. Y., within a week' There is no question that Belmar° has fore Guy Standing quit playing bad dle/ted to the pipe. A
good, homely ed by the property man, and that
The young lady in queetion was still in her an exceedingly valuable find. men and began to play immaculate
pipe, filled width tobacco from a big those clgarsiever cost more than 5
In her teens awl not even "keeping Charles Richmond as Kearney. A. heroes he used to be one of the
bag, counts three or four points ini
company" with any young man in Hamilton Revelle as Don Luis, Frank most devilish smokers on the stage.
(Continued on "rage Seven.)
the "by gosh drama." The opium
Particular. But this is a eligellief UM, as Pedro, John W. Cope as Kin- He could make the act of smoking a
piipe Is used to some extent in meloworld Indeed, and it turned out that ('aid,
ald, Frank Weeterton as the cad cigarette
fairly
radiate bidnesa.
Anthony Cometock, guardian of
drama. It is smoked wrth great wickthe very next day M:1111 Peters had the servant, Grace Gayler Clark2as the When
an adventuress; smokes a cignateelity
New York's morality. walked
honor of meeting the enliven of her mother,
edness
in
"The King of the Opium
and William Elliott as the arette she conveys more cussedness
the 'thetas for weeks when he first
(hum, a Mr Howard Waters, Of MonRing"
and
in
that
other
chaste
claslieutenant, all have congenial parts. than she could with half a
dozen
nasal. Canada, who was vheting In
sic, "The Queen of Me Highbinders." came to town looking for work. His
— —
long speeches.
Yet what witchery
the city
The result was love at first
In society drama it is the fad to first Job was that of porter in a dry
and charm there has been in the
Tobiteco and the Dreyfus.
sight and after a four days' court
goods house. His nose for crime was
hive
the hero and dome of his men
ship the Rochester younger get was, In "Clarice." a play that William smokitng f. the cigarette by the_Cardescloped early, for hls first step in
frtends
gather in his chamber and
sassed to read of the elopement of Gillette wrote, and In whIcsh he is inen,
a
played the part.
the career which was to mean him
there
sit
around
and smoke and inMr. Waters and Miss Peters to Syra- acting this seasen.he does not smoke
famous wits to have some of his felOn the stage, a icing, thin or an delge
en,.
In airy pet-Mine or persiflage
a cigar. Wbether it is because of his abnormally short and
low workers arrested for rending imLoon the return of the haw
thick cigar as airy as it lies within the
power of
because of has esmiehow come to mean the pospro
.por Ilterature.—Broadway.
coup/. to Rochester, they called at oneesion so to do or
the author to make it. As these dress
Hies Grey's hotel and after a veo something else, the fact remains that session of much wealth on the part
suited society leaders lean back in
7' r
• •'•
h. they received I "Clarice" in the ptilit ,c ellmation Is of the amok,” The
The heaviest crosses
stage capitalist the line furniture and Wt.;
h^r1 mots which we build ourselves. are those

Record Breaker for
Two Seasons.

york.City

or

Every woman

At Harbour's Department Store,

See Little Alice Berry, the
Wonderful Child Actress.
riticEs—
Matinse___Children

•

right—our goods fit and give the best wear. We have all sorts
of Rubber Boots to fit men, women and children. Call and

look over our stock.

FOR INSURANCE
That Itmures See

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

.3ft

'
1
ISROA OW A

P401/CAM Pr

cytlone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.

Both Phones:

Office 369.

"Hardly Out of Bed"

Residence 726

v

,

says

Jim, "and here, Katie calls to breakfast. Why
so fast, dear Katie?"
"Because I

/11

Mrs. Austin's
PancakePlour
sof which you brought home a package last evening." It takes but a moment to prepare a wholesome meal. All grocers sell it.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN, TEN CENTS A WEEK

LA IES FREE MONDAY NIGHT,NOV. 19
19
I THE KENTUCKY I tavretimnteMr

1_

When accompanied by one paid 30c ticket, if
purchased before 5 p. rn, Monday.

One week of Stupendous
Sengation.

SHE DIVINES YOUR
THOUGHTS

MISS 11UTI-10REY
Nature's Most Mystic
Phenomena.

Special
Matinee for
Ladies only
Thursday,
Nov. 22

RuTH

GREy

o.
n d.
a y.
N1.
t
g h.

NATURE'S MOST MYSTIC
PHENOMENA

"If you want to Know ask RUTH GREY.
"
NOTE—Six extra Vaudeville Specialties,
all for your amusement.
PRICES: All Matinees 10c and
20c.
Night 10c, 20c,30c
She. made good

her

, Without doubt the
Miss Grey answered
claim. She is indeed a strangest, performance fully 200 questions to the
mystic phenomena:— ever seen in this city.— utter amazement of the
Amt.
Chicago Daily Ir. I,. Huhhard, Chicago vast audience. She is a
wonder.—Burns Mantle,
Tiihmne.
'Chicago Journal.

•

am now using

Entirely beyond human
thought and understand.
ing is the performance
given by Miss Grey.—
Barrett Eastman, Chicago
Intel-Ocean.

I.

Matinees
Wednesday,
Thursday
and
Saturday

•

•

